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Whereas every effort has been made to ensure that the information and images contained in our literature are correct at time of 
going to print, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current specification, nor does it constitute an offer 
for sale of any particular product.

UNI EN ISO 9001 UNI EN ISO 14001 OHSAS 18001

This catalogue is printed entirely on FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) 
certified paper that has been produced with cellulose sourced from 
forests that are managed responsibly, in accordance with rigorous 
environmental, social, economic and cultural standards.
http://www.fsc.org/

Quality, Environmental and Occupational Health & Safety Management Systems

All Smeg factories are ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified, ensuring that the highest standards of 
quality are continually maintained whilst actively responding to all environmental issues relating to manufacture. The 
materials and components used to produce smeg products undergo strict quality control testing, and care is taken to 
source recyclable materials wherever possible. These management systems enable Smeg to provide complete assu-
rance that all products meet superior standards whilst respecting the environment. The workforce is not forgotten – the 
occupational health and safety assessment scheme promotes a safe and healthy working environment, aids legislative 
compliance and helps improve overall performance.



Premium quality and Design

Smalterie Metallurgiche Emiliane Guastalla

Distinctive domestic appliances developed in 

collaboration with leading architects of the 

world. 

Products that express “Made in Italy” by 

perfectly combining design, performance, 

and attention to detail.

Smeg. Technology with style.
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1997 The FAB range of fridges 
is created, a product line 
destined to become an 
international style icon 
and status symbol.

1995 The company begins 
working with architect 
Renzo Piano, a 
collaboration which will 
lead to the production of 
hobs, ovens, fridges and 
the Smeg home garden.

2008 Smeg celebrates its
60th anniversary and 
presents products 
designed alongside
Marc Newson, which 
leads to winning
the Wallpaper Design 
Award the following year.

Vittorio Bertazzoni Sr
founds Smeg (Smalterie 
Metallurgiche Emiliane 
Guastalla) in Guastalla, 
near Reggio Emilia in 
Italy.

1948

Production of cookers 
begins, reaching its peak 
with the presentation 
of the first Smeg brand 
cooker, Elisabeth, in 
1956.

The company presents 
Leda, the first Smeg 
branded washing 
machine, thanks to an 
increase in production 
capacity to include 
laundry appliances.

1955

1963

1970

1971

Niagara is released, 
the world’s first 14-place 
setting dishwasher, 
meeting modern 
requirements for large 
wash capacities.

Production of
built-in appliances such 
as ovens and hobs 
begins; these products 
will become part of the 
defining elements of 
Smeg’s success.

1977 Franco Maria Ricci, one
of Italy’s most illustrious 
publishers and graphic 
designers, creates 
the Smeg logo which 
incorporates references 
to the burners of a gas 
hob and the round knobs 
of an oven. Smeg also 
begins its sponsorship of 
legendary Ferrari driver 
Gilles Villeneuve.

1985 Instinctively and incisively
understanding new 
consumer requirements for 
more elegant products, 
the company begins 
working with architect 
Guido Canali to create 
ovens and hobs.

1991 Smeg’s collaboration
with important designers 
continues, with the 
company offering ovens 
and hobs designed by 
architect Mario Bellini.

2002 Guido Canali designs
the Smeg Headquarters, 
for which he receives 
an honourable mention 
at the Milan Triennale’s 
“medaglia d’Oro 
all’Architettura Italiana” 
architectural awards in 
2006.

2010

2012

Smeg receives the Good
Design Award for an oven 
and hob from the Linea 
aesthetics.
The same prestigious 
recognition will also be 
assigned in 2012 and 
2013 for other products 
in the range.

The first denim-covered
fridge, created in 
collaboration with Italia 
Independent, is released, 
followed the next year by 
the Smeg500, a fridge 
which looks like a Fiat 
500 car.

2014

2017

The 50s Style small 
appliances line, created 
together with the  
deepdesign© studio, 
makes its début and 
immediately wins over 
both customers and critics. 
Smeg wins the Good 
Design award once 
again, as well as the iF 
Design Award and Red 
Dot Design Award.

Professional style Portofino
cookers with triple-fan
cavities are added to the
range.
A concession in world
famous luxury department
store, Harrods, and a
flagship Smeg store open
in the heart of London.

2019 The Vitality System, 
Smeg Connect, Portofino 
Multicavity and a Disney 
Mickey Mouse special 
edition FAB are all 
introduced to the range. 
A new collaboration with 
D&G produces the “Divina 
Cucina” collection, and 
Smeg announces the 
acquisition of La Pavoni 
coffee machines.

4

Smeg has been producing domestic 

appliances with the finest Italian design for 

more than 70 years, with a particular focus 

on aesthetics, ergonomics and functionality.

Today Smeg, originally an acronym 

for Smalterie Metallurgiche Emiliane 

Guastalla indicating its initial activities in 

enamel work and metallurgy, has reached 

its third generation of entrepreneurs and 

represents an international group with 

direct subsidiaries and distributors in all five 

continents.

HISTORY

5



Smeg believes that objects of daily use should not only fill an Smeg believes that objects of daily use should not only fill an 
environment; they should create an atmosphere. This sensitivity, environment; they should create an atmosphere. This sensitivity, 
which has inspired the collaboration with great architects and which has inspired the collaboration with great architects and 
designers of our time, is the perfect expression of Made in Italy designers of our time, is the perfect expression of Made in Italy 
which combines art and industrial expertise in everyday objects.which combines art and industrial expertise in everyday objects.



Dolce Stil Novo appliances are 

considered a work of art, transforming 

the practical into something beautiful, 

whilst sti l l remaining functional. 

Characterised by refined copper or 

stainless steel trims, black glass, and 

exclusive features, this truly unique 

aesthetic would draw the eye as a  

focal point in any kitchen.

DOLCE STIL NOVO

Coordinating collection

8

Colour and retro lines for style icons: 

Smeg 50’s Retro Style products embody 

the glamour and rounded forms of the 

1950’s and  become real cult objects. 

Providing a nostalgic atmosphere, where 

time seems to stop, where passion 

for good food is seen through utmost 

attention to details. 

50’S RETRO STYLE 
& VICTORIA

LINEA

Distinctive products that incorporate 

modern minimalist design trends, the 

Linea aesthetic is characterised by 

symmetrical lines, balance and light. A 

series of ovens, coffee machines, hobs, 

hoods and wine coolers, all extremely 

ergonomic and designed to maximise 

the available space, making a real style 

statement in the kitchen.

CLASSIC

Strict forms, simple and essential 

design for a timeless style, yet with 

a contemporary feel. Smeg Classic 

range is made of a series of iconic 

and elegant domestic appliances  

that are finished in smart stainless 

steel. Ovens, coffee machines, hobs, 

hoods, fridges, dishwashers and more 

make a real impact with their smooth 

and sleek design lines.

CUCINA 

Cucina style is simple and practical, 

incorporating angular handles and 

controls in its clean design lines.  This 

modest range of ovens, microwaves 

and hobs brings harmony and balance 

to a modern kitchen layout, combining 

elegance and performance.

Style, for Smeg, is a distinct concept: the way a product communicates with its surroundings and enables users to interact with it. 

Every aesthetic design family offers a choice of different coordinating products. Aesthetic lines are presented in a wide range of 

appliances and can be coordinated throughout the kitchen to create a powerful style statement.

9



10

Smeg products, the perfect combination of 

refined aesthetics and technological reliability, 

have transformed simple kitchen appliances into 

designer furnishings, undisputed examples of the 

finest Italian design. A range of fully coordinated 

domestic appliances with unmistakeably refined 

aesthetics and a well-defined identity of its own.

SMEG PRODUCTS

11



State-of-the-art technology combined with 

a rigorous approach to aesthetics and top 

quality materials are the guiding principles 

behind the design of Smeg ovens, making 

the company name famous worldwide.

OVENS & 
COMPACT OVENS

12
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DISTINCT DESIGN, MADE-IN-ITALYDISTINCT DESIGN, MADE-IN-ITALY

CLASSIC CLASSIC 

VICTORIAVICTORIA LINEALINEADOLCE STIL NOVODOLCE STIL NOVO

Designed and produced in Italy, a country with culinary specialities and engineering know-how recognised Designed and produced in Italy, a country with culinary specialities and engineering know-how recognised 
throughout the world, Smeg ovens have evolved through serious research and development. Specialised Italian throughout the world, Smeg ovens have evolved through serious research and development. Specialised Italian 
knowledge mixes the best quality ingredients to create excellent cooking appliances with exclusive designs that knowledge mixes the best quality ingredients to create excellent cooking appliances with exclusive designs that 
always offer peak performance. always offer peak performance. 

CUCINACUCINA
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CHOICE OF SIZE AND FINISHES

STANDARD OVEN COMPACT OVEN EXTRA WIDE OVEN DOUBLE OVEN

Various oven sizes are available from 90cm extra wide to 45cm reduced height compact ovens. Smeg use only  
the highest grade of 18/10 stainless steel, which is strong, durable and long lasting, as well as offering models 
with Eclipse black glass, silver glass and painted enamel.

A popular  choice, 
single ovens can be 
built in or built under 
with up to 70 litres 
i n  oven  capac i t y . 
The base of the oven 
can be used with the 
addition of a pizza 
stone to cook pizzas. 
Ovens with Pyrolytic 
cleaning and Vapor 

clean are available. 

P e r f e c t  f o r  sma l l e r 
kitchens these reduced 
height compact ovens 
c a n  b e  i n s t a l l e d 
alongside or above a 
single oven.  Steam and 
microwave options are 

available.  

90cm wide, with up to 115 litres 
in oven capacity, these spacious 
ovens are perfect for batch 

cooking or for large families. 

With two cavities to cook 
in, double ovens offer 
plenty of choice and oven 
space. There are built in 
or under counter options 

available. 
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Smart cooking offers 100 
automatic recipes. Select the 
dish you want to cook from 
the menu, enter the weight 
and the oven does the 
rest. This results in perfectly 
cooked food every time. 

NEW OVEN DISPLAYS

Many  s c r een  op t i o n s  a r e  a va i l ab l e  i n  t h e  new  range .  
Each offers intuitive navigation for simple, stress free operation.

The oven range has been renewed with a variety of new displays now available, from the 
extra wide, full colour, advanced touch VIVOscreen MAX to the simple and compactscreen.   

DISPLAY
LCD COMPACT

T he  h i s t o r y  f u n c t i on 
remembers the last dishes 
you have cooked. This 
allows quick selection, and 
cooking of ‘go to’ meals.

H e l p f u l  p o p  u p 
explanations appear 
once an item on the 
display is held down for 
3 seconds

Multi-step cooking allows up to 3 different 
cooking steps to be programmed and 3 timers 
are available, perfect for roast dinners where 
different timings are required.

The VIVOscreen MAX Smart 
steam ovens offer a special 
sous v ide  func t ion.  Th i s 
p rov ides  de l i ca te  s team 
cooking of food in a VCOOK 
bag. Food will be juicy, tender 
and melt in the mouth. 

Smeg presents a brand new full colour, touch control VIVOscreen MAX which is 
6.3” wide allowing more information and functions to be shown. Intuitive, easy to 
read and simple to use. High definition images illustrate the extensive range of 
automatic programmes for smart cooking.

O the r  f unc t i on s  i nc l ude 
proving to help dough rise 
more quickly, plate warming 
and keep warm allowing you 
to warm pre-cooked dishes 
and keep dishes at eating 
temperature, until they are 
ready to be served.

My recipes allows you 
to store up to 64 of your 
own favourite dishes into 
the memory of the oven.  
The cooking function, 
temperature, time and 
your own name to the 
dish wi l l  be saved, 
making the oven quick 
and simple to use for 
everyone.

The cooking function icon, displays clear and 
easy to understand symbols, ensuring you choose 
the right function for the dish you are cooking.

GET CONNECTEDGET CONNECTED

Exciting new features such as WiFi connectivity and temperature probes have been introduced providing Exciting new features such as WiFi connectivity and temperature probes have been introduced providing 
indispensable tools to help in today’s busy lifestyles. This ability to remotely and precisely control your indispensable tools to help in today’s busy lifestyles. This ability to remotely and precisely control your 
oven makes life simplier, allowing you to get the best out of your appliance.oven makes life simplier, allowing you to get the best out of your appliance.
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The Smeg Connect, WiFi enabled ovens allow you to operate, The Smeg Connect, WiFi enabled ovens allow you to operate, 
control and monitor your oven via a mobile phone or tablet control and monitor your oven via a mobile phone or tablet 
app.  This is perfect for preheating and starting cooking app.  This is perfect for preheating and starting cooking 
before even reaching home, and helping others by setting up before even reaching home, and helping others by setting up 
the oven for them.  The app also offers a recipe book, with the oven for them.  The app also offers a recipe book, with 
suggested recipes for ingredients you have available.  You can suggested recipes for ingredients you have available.  You can 
also create your own personalised recipe book, saving your also create your own personalised recipe book, saving your 
favourite dishes complete with ingredients, preparation steps favourite dishes complete with ingredients, preparation steps 
and cooking parameters so that the oven is already pre-set for and cooking parameters so that the oven is already pre-set for 
cooking.cooking.

TEMPERATURE PROBETEMPERATURE PROBE

Many ovens within the range now feature temperature probes Many ovens within the range now feature temperature probes 
designed to ensure perfect cooking results every time. The designed to ensure perfect cooking results every time. The 
core temperature of the food is monitored via a sensor located core temperature of the food is monitored via a sensor located 
at the tip of the probe allowing for precise cooking results.at the tip of the probe allowing for precise cooking results.
By inserting the temperature probe into the thickest part of By inserting the temperature probe into the thickest part of 
the meat (avoiding bones or fat), roasts, pork loin, and the meat (avoiding bones or fat), roasts, pork loin, and 
various cuts and sizes of meat can be cooked to perfection. various cuts and sizes of meat can be cooked to perfection. 
This not only allows complete control over your cooking, This not only allows complete control over your cooking, 
producing personalised results just to your liking, but produces producing personalised results just to your liking, but produces 
more flavour and truly succulent dishes.more flavour and truly succulent dishes.

SMEG CONNECTSMEG CONNECT

The SmegConnect App allows you to connect via Facebook The SmegConnect App allows you to connect via Facebook 
when wanting to share a special recipe. Or you can use when wanting to share a special recipe. Or you can use 
WhatsApp and email to share your shopping list via the WhatsApp and email to share your shopping list via the 
icon in the recipe section, showing friends and family all the icon in the recipe section, showing friends and family all the 
ingredients required for the desired meal.ingredients required for the desired meal.

SOCIAL SHARINGSOCIAL SHARING



SAFETY AS A PRIORITYSAFETY AS A PRIORITY

TELESCOPIC SHELVESTELESCOPIC SHELVES
Simple telescopic rails allow Simple telescopic rails allow 
hot food to be checked very hot food to be checked very 
safely, particularly when safely, particularly when 
grilling, and are extremely grilling, and are extremely 
convenient and easy to use. convenient and easy to use. 
Many models have these Many models have these 
rails as standard, or they rails as standard, or they 
are available as an optional are available as an optional 
accessory.accessory.

CHILD LOCKCHILD LOCK
Some models are fi t ted Some models are fi t ted 
with a device to lock the with a device to lock the 
programme/cycle so i t programme/cycle so i t 
cannot be accidental ly cannot be accidental ly 
changed.changed.

AIR COOLING SYSTEMAIR COOLING SYSTEM
Smeg incorpora tes  i t s Smeg incorpora tes  i t s 
excel lent excel lent air cooling air cooling 
system system in all ovens. Many in all ovens. Many 
models include a switch models include a switch 
which automatically turns off which automatically turns off 
the power when a door is the power when a door is 
open, keeping heat loss to open, keeping heat loss to 
a minimum.a minimum.

COOLER TOUCH COOLER TOUCH DOORDOOR
All pyrolytic ovens feature All pyrolytic ovens feature 
a a Cooler Touch doorCooler Touch door, , 
which means that during which means that during 
the pyrolytic cleaning cycle the pyrolytic cleaning cycle 
the outer glass will become the outer glass will become 
no hotter than 55°C.  A no hotter than 55°C.  A 
special device also locks the special device also locks the 
door for the duration of the door for the duration of the 
process, which along with process, which along with 
quadruple glazed doors, quadruple glazed doors, 
provideprovide total safety total safety. . 

SAFE COOKSAFE COOK
Closed door grilling and Closed door grilling and 
cooking is an important cooking is an important 
feature in Smeg ovens, feature in Smeg ovens, 
keeping cooking smells keeping cooking smells 
inside the oven and out inside the oven and out 
of the kitchen, ensuring a of the kitchen, ensuring a 
safe cooking environment safe cooking environment 
and  r educ i ng  ene rgy and  r educ i ng  ene rgy 
consumption.consumption.

ENAMELLED TRAYENAMELLED TRAY
The majority of ovens are The majority of ovens are 
equipped with a useful equipped with a useful 
non-stick enamelled tray of non-stick enamelled tray of 
which it is possible to cook which it is possible to cook 
straight onto the surface. straight onto the surface. 
The sloped edge at the front The sloped edge at the front 
of the tray is specifically of the tray is specifically 
designed to catch the air designed to catch the air 
so that it flows evenly over so that it flows evenly over 
the dish to ensure even the dish to ensure even 
browning.browning.

SOFT CLOSE SYSTEMSOFT CLOSE SYSTEM
All top of the range models All top of the range models 
are equipped with Soft-are equipped with Soft-
Close hinges so that the Close hinges so that the 
door  c loses  smooth ly , door  c loses  smooth ly , 
silently and softly without silently and softly without 
slamming. slamming. 

BLACK ECLIPSE GLASSBLACK ECLIPSE GLASS
Classic design ovens have Classic design ovens have 
an innovative glass which an innovative glass which 
appears black when the appears black when the 
oven is off, yet transparent oven is off, yet transparent 
when the oven is turned on, when the oven is turned on, 
offering enhanced visibility offering enhanced visibility 
into the oven cavity into the oven cavity 

SAFESAFE
COOKCOOK
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CLEANING MADE SIMPLE

VAPOR CLEAN 
The Vapor Clean function 
makes cleaning easy. 
Simply put a little water & 
detergent into the hollow of 
the oven base to generate 
vapor and release burnt on 
food from the walls of the 
oven. 

PYROLYTIC CLEANING
Th is  au tomat ic  c leaning 
function works by heating the 
inside of the oven to 500° C 
to burn off any grease and 
dirt, transforming it into ash 
which can be simply wiped 
away.
A simple 13 Amp supply is 
all that is required to connect 
any Smeg 60cm wide single 
Pyrolytic oven.

EASY CLEAN ENAMEL
The enamel finish of the 
oven cavity has a special 
antacid lining which helps 
to reduce the amount of dirt 
adhering to the surface.

TILTING GRILL
Some ovens without Pyrolytic 
cleaning feature a tilting grill 
that can be easily unhooked 
to move the heating element 
and clean the roof of the 
appliance in one simple 
step.

ALL GLASS REMOVABLE 
INNER DOOR

The single flat surface is 
extremely easy to keep 
clean and it can be removed 
completely if necessary.

O
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Lights placed strategically Lights placed strategically 
on the sides of the oven on the sides of the oven 
increase visibility and light increase visibility and light 
the oven cavity in the most the oven cavity in the most 
effective way. effective way. 

TILTING GRILLTILTING GRILL

The grill at the top of the The grill at the top of the 
ovens can be easily moved ovens can be easily moved 
for cleaning the upper for cleaning the upper 
surface, dependent upon surface, dependent upon 
the model.the model.

ALL GLASS INNER DOORALL GLASS INNER DOOR
The single flat surface is The single flat surface is 
extremely easy to keep extremely easy to keep 
clean.clean.

MICROWAVE OVENSMICROWAVE OVENS

Smeg offer three types of microwave; Combi-microwave which can heat, roast, crisp and brown like Smeg offer three types of microwave; Combi-microwave which can heat, roast, crisp and brown like 
a conventional oven; Microwave with grill which combines normal microwave cooking with a heating a conventional oven; Microwave with grill which combines normal microwave cooking with a heating 
element and Microwave-only, with standard functionality which heats up and defrosts only. In microwave element and Microwave-only, with standard functionality which heats up and defrosts only. In microwave 
cooking, heat is generated directly inside the food so that it can be defrosted, re-heated or cooked in a cooking, heat is generated directly inside the food so that it can be defrosted, re-heated or cooked in a 
shorter length of time compared to traditional cooking.shorter length of time compared to traditional cooking.

SURFACE PLUS  SURFACE PLUS  
Selected microwave models Selected microwave models 
have SurfacePlus technology have SurfacePlus technology 
without a turntable, which without a turntable, which 
means the whole cavity means the whole cavity 
can be utilised, spills can can be utilised, spills can 
be easily wiped away and be easily wiped away and 
heat is constant as it comes heat is constant as it comes 
from underneath. The food from underneath. The food 
is heated more evenly and is heated more evenly and 
less energy is lost.less energy is lost.
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Smeg oven shelves are Smeg oven shelves are 
interchangable between interchangable between 
45cm and 60cm ovens for 45cm and 60cm ovens for 
added flexibility. added flexibility. 

STEAM OVENS

Cooking with Steam is a healthier way of cooking which retains the nutrients and vitamins and keeps volume 
and weight loss to a minimum. Smeg offer a variety of steam ovens using three different technologies; 
Smart steam, Full steam and Direct steam. 

HEATING STEAM 
REGENERATION

This function can reheat precooked 
dishes, without the food becoming too 
dry or hard, as it works by introducing 
just the right degree of moisture. 

INNOVATIVE WATER FILLING 
SYSTEM

The water in a Smart Steam or Full Steam 
oven is drawn in through a flexible tube 
which disappears into the cavity when 
it is not used. This discrete system has 
no impact on the volume of the cavity or 
the oven’s interior or exterior aesthetics, 
meaning that the Smeg combi-steam 
oven has one of the largest compact 
cavities and is one of the best looking 
ovens on the market.

21
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SMART STEAM
The Smart steam system offers 5 steam 
assisted cooking functions and 3 levels 
of steam. Steam pulses on and off during 
cooking according to the setting. Up to 
160ml of water can be added.

FULL STEAM
Full steam, found in combi steam ovens, 
has 3 combination steam cooking 
functions and the option to cook with 
pure steam only, 30%--70% or 100% 
steam are available. Up to 1.2lt of water 
can be added.

DIRECT STEAM
The Direct steam oven has 1 steam 
cooking function where steam must be 
added manually. Up to 250ml of water 
can be added. 

B E N E F I T S  O F  S T E A M  C O O K I N G  
A variety of foods can benefit from being steamed such 
as fish, rice, vegetables, pasta and casseroles. 

Smart steam ovens are perfect for producing juicy but 
crisp results when cooking seafood, pizza, cake, joints 
and gratin dishes, providing restaurant quality every time. 
Bread can also be produced to a professional bakery 
standard. 

VITALITY SYSTEM - SOUS VIDE COOKING 
Once sealed in a Smeg VBAG and placed 
in a full steam oven, using the option for 100% 
steam, sous vide cooking can commence.  
This process allows you to retain the aromas, 
juices, nutrients of the ingredents, consistency 
and flavour that is impossible to achieve through 
traditional cooking methods. 
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There is an automatic 
cappuccino-maker that 
will whisk milk into a 
delicate foam and deliver 
it directly into the cup.

You can use either ready ground coffee or beans (with an 
adjustable  grinding function) and prepare one or two cups 
at the same time. The coffee pourer is size adjustable, it 
easily moves upwards or down towards the cup. There are 5 
adjustable coffee lengths and 5 levels of coffee strength (Extra-
light, Light, Medium, Strong & Extra strong)

COFFEE MACHINES

Smeg offers built-in coffee machines to complete your kitchen, to make a range of professional coffee drinks in 
the comfort of your own home.
The built-in coffee machines utilise a 15 bar pressure pump. This maximises the flavour extraction from the  
coffee beens, resulting in a delightful crema for a perfect cup of coffee every time.

The machine regularly cleans itself 
every time the machine switches on 
or switches off to guarantee maximum 
performance. 

22

The new co lour  TFT fu l l  touch disp lay v i sua l l y  shows the 
personalisation of up to 13 drinks. You can customise the aroma, 
quanti ty and even create up to 6 personalised user profiles. 

A stainless steel thermal carafe is included and features a control 
knob which can be set to the ideal consistancy of milk foam. 

Cup warmer holders are 
positioned either side of 
the machine. The whole 
unit can be slid backwards 
into its housing using the 
telecopic guides.

O
V

EN
S CUSTOMISED COOKING ZONES CUSTOMISED COOKING ZONES 

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS 
Co-ordinating products can Co-ordinating products can 
be installed in a column, be installed in a column, 
or horizontally to create a or horizontally to create a 
unique cooking space.  unique cooking space.  

WARMING DRAWERS WARMING DRAWERS 
The drawers circulate warm The drawers circulate warm 
air in order to heat up plates air in order to heat up plates 
or coffee cups quickly and or coffee cups quickly and 
evenly.  The base of the evenly.  The base of the 
drawer is fitted with a non-drawer is fitted with a non-
slip mat to prevent items slip mat to prevent items 
from sliding. from sliding. 

Smeg offer design-coordinated compact products to create a super-efficient work area with its own Smeg offer design-coordinated compact products to create a super-efficient work area with its own 
personality and stylish look. They can be combined with each other, or teamed with standard ovens for personality and stylish look. They can be combined with each other, or teamed with standard ovens for 
maximum cooking versatility. maximum cooking versatility. 
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SOMMELIER DRAWERS SOMMELIER DRAWERS 
These drawers contain all These drawers contain all 
the essential equipment a the essential equipment a 
wine connoisseur would wine connoisseur would 
need including a corkscrew, need including a corkscrew, 
thermometer and funnel.thermometer and funnel.



85 lt 4 4 48cm
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SFPR9604NR SFPR9604NX

90CM DOLCE STIL NOVO, PYROLYTIC EXTRA WIDE REDUCED 
HEIGHT MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, BLACK, COPPER TRIM

90CM DOLCE STIL NOVO, PYROLYTIC EXTRA WIDE REDUCED 
HEIGHT MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

ECO

48cm reduced height 

Fixed handle 
10 functions + 2 cleaning functions
Interactive touch control Easy guide colour LCD display
50 automatic programmes
10 customisable recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: SmartSense cooking, Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 100 litres
Oven NET capacity: 85 litres

Nominal power: 3.30 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrican for ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf
1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic guides

EXTRA WIDE EXTRA WIDE

70 lt

4

70 lt

4
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SFP6606WSPNR SFP6604WSPNX

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, PYROLYTIC 
SMART STEAM MULTIFUNCTION WIFI 
OVEN, BLACK, COPPER TRIM

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, PYROLYTIC 
SMART STEAM MULTIFUNCTION WIFI 
OVEN, BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

VIVOscreen MAX
Smart steam technology
Fixed handle
15 functions (inc 5 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
53 Automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Multistep cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
3 steam assisted levels (30ml, 100ml, 
160ml)
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic 
guides

VIVOSCREEN

Extra wide full colour VIVOscreen Max and 
VIVOscreen displays allow more information 
and functions to be shown than ever before, 
which are easy to read, simple to use and very 
intuitive. Navigation through these displays 
is easy with full touch vertical and horizontal 
scrolling.
To ensure perfect cooking results every time, a 
temperature probe comes as standard as well 
as WIFI connectivity via the SmegConnect 
App, an indespensible tool for todays busy 
lifestyles. 

VIVOscreen
Smart steam technology
Fixed handle
15 functions (inc 5 steam) +  1 cleaning 
function
53 Automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
3 steam assisted levels (30ml, 100ml, 
160ml)
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x Pair of fully extractable 
telescopic guides

SFP6606WSPNX
St/Steel Trim

SFP6604WSPNR
Copper Trim

SMART STEAM & WIFI SMART STEAM & WIFI
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SFP6606WTPNR
Copper Trim

70 lt kW ECO
logic

4

SFP6604PNRE

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, BLACK, COPPER 
TRIM

SFP6604PNXE
St/Steel Trim

ECO

Touch & release automatic handle 
Interactive touch control easy guide colour 
LCD display
10 functions + 2 cleaning functions
50 automatic programmes
10 customisable recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: SmartSense cooking, Keep 
warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Pair of fully 
extractable telescopic guides

AUTO-HANDLE 

70 lt
4

SFP6606WTPNX

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION WIFI OVEN, BLACK, ST/
STEEL TRIM

VIVOscreen Max
Fixed handle
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
48 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Multistep cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: SmartSense cooking, Keep 
warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic 
guides

WIFI

SFP6604WTPNR
Copper Trim

70 lt
4

SFP6604WTPNX

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION WIFI OVEN, BLACK, ST/
STEEL TRIM

VIVOscreen
Fixed handle
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
48 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic 
guides

WIFI

40 lt 3

45cm

40 lt kW ECO
logic 3

45cm

SF4604PMCNR

45CM H DOLCE STIL NOVO, COMPACT 
COMBINATION MICROWAVE OVEN, 
BLACK, COPPER TRIM

45cm reduced height 

Touch & release automatic handle
Interactive touch control easy guide colour 
LCD display
15 functions (inc 5 microwave) + 1 cleaning 
function
50 automatic programmes
10 customisable recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray,1 x Grill mesh,1 x Chrome 
shelf, 1 x Pair partially extractable telescopic 
guides

AUTO-HANDLE 

40 lt 3

45cm

SF4604WMCNX

45CM H DOLCE STIL NOVO, COMPACT 
COMBINATION MICROWAVE WIFI OVEN, 
BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen
Fixed handle
15 functions (inc 5 microwave) + 1 cleaning 
function
56 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray,1 x Grill mesh,1 x Chrome 
shelf, 1 x Pair partially extractable telescopic 
guides

WIFI
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SF4606WMCNX

45CM H DOLCE STIL NOVO, COMPACT 
COMBINATION MICROWAVE WIFI OVEN, 
BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen MAX
Fixed handle
15 functions (inc 5 microwave) + 1 cleaning 
function
56 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Multistep cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray,1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome 
shelf, 1 x Pair partially extractable telescopic 
guides

SF4604WMCNR
Copper Trim

SF4606WMCNR
Copper Trim

SF4604PMCNX
St/Steel Trim

WIFI



41 lt 3

45cm

41 lt kW ECO
logic

3 45cm

SF4604PVCNR1

45CM H DOLCE STIL NOVO, COMPACT 
COMBINATION FULL STEAM OVEN, BLACK, 
COPPER TRIM

45cm reduced height
 
Touch & release automatic handle
Interactive touch control easy guide colour 
LCD display
Full steam technology
14 functions (inc 4 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
50 automatic programmes
10 customisable recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 41 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x St/Steel 
deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x St/steel tray 
(20mm deep), 1 x Pair partially extractable 
telescopic guides

AUTO-HANDLE & FULL STEAM

41 lt 3

45cm

SF4604WVCPNX

45CM H DOLCE STIL NOVO, COMPACT 
COMBINATION FULL STEAM WIFI OVEN, 
BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen
Full steam technology
Fixed handle
15 functions (inc 5 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
65 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 41 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x St/Steel deep tray (40mm deep)
1 x St/steel tray (20mm deep), 1 x Pair 
partially extractable telescopic guides

FULL STEAM & WIFI
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SF4606WVCPNX

45CM H DOLCE STIL NOVO, COMPACT 
COMBINATION FULL STEAM WIFI OVEN, 
BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen MAX
Full steam technology
Fixed handle
15 functions (inc 5 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
65 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Multistep cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: SmartSense cooking, Keep 
warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 41 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x St/Steel deep tray (40mm deep)
1 x St/steel tray (20mm deep), 1 x Pair 
partially extractable telescopic guides

SF4604WVCPNR
Copper Trim

SF4606WVCPNR
Copper Trim

SF4604PVCNX1
St/Steel Trim

FULL STEAM & WIFI

45cm
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CMS4604NR CPR615NR

45CM H, DOLCE STIL NOVO, FULLY 
AUTOMATIC COFFEE MACHINE, BLACK, 
COPPER TRIM

15CM H, DOLCE STIL NOVO, WARMING 
DRAWER, BLACK, COPPER TRIM

CMS4604NX
St/Steel Trim

CPR615NX
St/Steel Trim

15cm height warming drawer

Suitable for fitting directly beneath a 45cm 
height compact oven. Both items fit in a 
standard 60cm aperture. Not suitable for 
fitting underneath a Double oven unless a 
support shelf has been installed between 
appliances.

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
85kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)
Temperature range up to 80 °C
Features include; Defrosting, Proving, Cup 
warmer, Dish warmer, Keep warm and 
Reheating 
Non slip drawer liner
Net capacity: 21 litres

Nominal power: 400W

45cm reduced height

Colour touch TFT display
Coffee function: regular or double coffee ( 
1 or 2 cups at the same)
Hot water function: for tea or other hot drinks
Steam function: for cappuccino
Automatic cappuccino maker with seperate 
tank for milk

Up to 13 drink options available
5 levels of programmable coffee strength
3 levels of adjustable coffee temperature
5 levels of adjustable coffee length
13 levels of adjustable coffee grinder
Beans or Ground coffee option
Removable milk jug
Adjustable cappuccino foam & frothing 
nozzle
Programmable automatic switch-on
Automatic rinsing (at every switch on/switch 
off)
St/steel 0.5 litre thermal carafe with 
autoclean system
Cup warmer holder
Drip tray
Water container capacity: 2.40 litres
Coffee granule container capacity: 350 g
Pump pressure: 15 bar

Nominal power: 1.35kW
13 Amp power supply required

15CM H
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DOSF6920P1 DOSF6920N1

60CM, VICTORIA, MULTIFUNCTION DOUBLE 
OVEN, CREAM

60CM, VICTORIA, MULTIFUNCTION DOUBLE 
OVEN, BLACK

LOWER MAIN OVEN: 

70 lt kW ECO
logic

Large LCD display
9 functions + 1 cleaning function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

UPPER AUXILIARY OVEN:

35 lt 2

4 functions
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
1 x 40W halogen light
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Easy clean enamel interior

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres

Nominal power: 5.90 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
2 x Extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 2 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x chrome shelves, 1 x Pair partially 
extractable telescopic guides

65 lt kW ECO
logic

4

65 lt kW ECO
logic

4
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SFP6925NPZE1 SF6922XPZE1

60CM, VICTORIA, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, BLACK

60CM, VICTORIA, MULTIFUNCTION PIZZA 
OVEN, ST/STEEL

ECO

Large LCD display
10 functions + 2 cleaning functions
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 65 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Pizza stone, 
Shovel and cover, 1 x Pair of fully extractable 
telescopic guides

PIZZA OVENS

Smeg pizza ovens are equipped with an 
exclusive system which places the heating 
element in direct contact with the pizza 
stone, allowing you to create perfect, evenly 
cooked pizzas in just 3-5 minutes, or longer 
for pizzas with a deeper base. They also 
provide excellent results when cooking breads, 
pies and flans, allowing you to cook the base 
thoroughly, without the need for blind baking.Large LCD display

10 functions + 1 cleaning function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 65 litres

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 1 x 
Grill mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Pizza 
stone, Shovel and cover, 1 x Pair of fully 
extractable telescopic guides

SF6922NPZE1
Black

SFP6925PPZE1
Cream

SF6922PPZE1
Cream

SFP6925XPZE1
St/Steel



40 lt kW ECO
logic 3

45cm

41 lt kW ECO
logic

3 45cm
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SF4920MCN1 SF4920VCP1

45CM H VICTORIA, COMPACT 
COMBINATION MICROWAVE OVEN, BLACK

45CM H VICTORIA, COMPACT 
COMBINATION FULL STEAM OVEN, CREAM

SF4920MCP1
Cream

SF4920MCX1
St/Steel

SF4920VCX1
St/Steel

SF4920VCN1
Black

45cm reduced height 

Large LCD display
Full steam technology
13 functions (inc 4 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 41 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrican for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x St/Steel deep 
tray (40mm deep), 1 x St/steel tray (20mm 
deep)

45cm reduced height 

Large LCD display
13 functions (inc 5 microwave) + 1 cleaning 
function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrican for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray, 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome 
shelf

FULL STEAM

FULL STEAM COOKING

Combined steam ovens allow cooking in three 
ways; steam only, combined with steam, or 
traditional, providing maximum versatility in the 
kitchen. You can choose whether to cook with 
100% steam, or when in the combined mode, 
by selecting the percentage best suitable to the 
dish, with an intensity which can range from 
30% to 70% steam, for perfect results every 
time.
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CPR915X CPR915P CPR915N

15CM H , VICTORIA, WARMING DRAWER, 
ST/STEEL

15CM H , VICTORIA, WARMING DRAWER, 
CREAM

15CM H , VICTORIA, WARMING DRAWER, 
BLACK

15cm height warming drawer

Suitable for fitting directly beneath a 45cm 
height compact oven. Both items fit in a 
standard 60cm aperture. Not suitable for 
fitting underneath a Double oven unless a 
support shelf has been installed between 
appliances.

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
85kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)
Temperature range up to 80 °C
Features include; Defrosting, Proving, Cup 
warmer, Dish warmer, Keep warm and 
Reheating 
Non slip drawer liner
Net capacity: 21 litres

Nominal power: 400W

15CM H 15CM H 15CM H



70 lt

4

70 lt

4
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SFP6106WSPS SFP6104SPS

60CM, LINEA, PYROLYTIC SMART STEAM 
MULTIFUNCTION WIFI OVEN, SILVER GLASS

60CM, LINEA, PYROLYTIC SMART STEAM 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, SILVER GLASS

VIVOscreen MAX
Smart steam technology
15 functions (inc 5 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
53 Automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Multistep cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
3 steam assisted levels (30ml, 100ml, 
160ml)
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 2 x 
Roasting/grill pans (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic 
guides

STEAM ASSISTED COOKING

Steam assisted cooking works by injecting 
Steam directly into the cavity through the nozzle 
and evenly spreading via the fan. It produces 
perfect cooking results especially for meats and 
doughs, allowing meats to be juicy and tender 
with a crispy and tasty outside crust. Benefits 
include, reduced cooking time, less volume 
and weight loss in food, less added fats in 
cooking and an altogether healthier way of 
cooking. 

VIVOscreen
Smart steam technology
15 functions (inc 5 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
53 Automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
3 steam assisted levels (30ml, 100ml, 
160ml)
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 2 x 
Roasting/grill pans (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x Pair of fully extractable 
telescopic guides

SMART STEAM & WIFI SMART STEAM

70 lt

4

70 lt
4
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SFP6106WTPS SFP6104WTPN

60CM, LINEA, PYROLYTIC MULTIFUNCTION 
WIFI OVEN, SILVER GLASS

60CM, LINEA, PYROLYTIC MULTIFUNCTION 
WIFI OVEN, BLACK

SFP6104WTPS
Silver glass

VIVOscreen
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
48 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Multistep cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 2 x 
Roasting/grill pans (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Temperature 
probe,1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic 
guides

VIVOscreen MAX
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
48 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Multistep cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: SmartSense cooking, Keep 
warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic 
guides

WIFI WIFI

WIFI & TEMPERATURE PROBE

To ensure perfect cooking results every time, a 
temperature probe comes as standard as well 
as WIFI connectivity via the SmegConnect 
App, an indespensible tool for todays busy 
lifestyles. 



70 lt
4

SFP6101TVN1

60CM, LINEA, PYROLYTIC MULTIFUNCTION 
OVEN, BLACK

COMPACTscreen
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
Other functions: Defrost by time, Rising, 
Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Pair partially 
extractable telescopic guides

SFP6101TVS1
Silver glass
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70 lt kW ECO
logic

4

SFP6102TVS

60CM, LINEA, PYROLYTIC MULTIFUNCTION 
OVEN, SILVER GLASS

SFP6102TVN
Black

ECO

Large LCD display
9 functions + 2 cleaning functions
Illuminated controls
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 2 x 
Roasting/grill pans (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Pair partially 
extractable telescopic guides

70 lt

4

SF6102TVSG

60CM, LINEA, MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, 
SILVER GLASS

Large LCD display
9 functions + 1 cleaning function
Illuminated controls
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Quadruple glazed removable door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light
 
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep)
1 x Grill mesh
1 x Chrome shelf

SF6102TVNG
Black

kW ECO
logic

40 lt 3

45cm

40 lt 3

45cm

40 lt kW ECO
logic 3

45cm
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SF4106WMCS SF4104WMCN SF4102MCS

45CM H LINEA, COMPACT COMBINATION 
MICROWAVE WIFI OVEN, SILVER GLASS

45CM H LINEA, COMPACT COMBINATION 
MICROWAVE WIFI OVEN, BLACK

45CM H LINEA, COMPACT COMBINATION 
MICROWAVE WIFI OVEN, SILVER GLASS

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen
15 functions (inc 5 microwave) + 1 cleaning 
function
56 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray, 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome 
shelf, 1 x Pair partially extractable telescopic 
guides

45cm reduced height 

Large LCD display
13 functions (inc 5 microwave) + 1 cleaning 
function
Illuminated controls
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray, 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome 
shelf

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen MAX
15 function (inc 5 microwave) + 1 cleaning 
function
56 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Multistep cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray, 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome 
shelf, 1 x Pair partially extractable telescopic 
guides

SF4102MCN
Black

SF4104WMCS
Silver glass

WIFI WIFI



41 lt 3

45cm

41 lt 3

45cm

41 lt

kW ECO
logic 3 45cm
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SF4106WVCPS SF4104WVCPN SF4102VCS

45CM H LINEA, COMPACT COMBINATION 
FULL STEAM WIFI OVEN, SILVER GLASS

45CM H LINEA, COMPACT COMBINATION 
FULL STEAM WIFI OVEN, BLACK

45CM H LINEA, COMPACT COMBINATION 
FULL STEAM WIFI OVEN, SILVER GLASS

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen
Full steam technology
15 functions (inc 5 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
65 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 41 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x St/Steel deep tray (40mm deep)
1 x St/steel tray (20mm deep), 1 x Pair 
partially extractable telescopic guides

45cm reduced height 

Large LCD display
Full steam technology
13 functions + 1 cleaning function
Illuminated controls
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 41 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrican for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x St/Steel deep 
tray (40mm deep), 1 x St/steel tray (20mm 
deep)

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen MAX
Full steam technology
15 functions (inc 5 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
65 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Multistep cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 41 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x St/Steel deep tray (40mm deep)
1 x St/steel tray (20mm deep), 1 x Pair 
partially extractable telescopic guides

SF4102VCN
Black

SF4104WVCPS
Silver glass

FULL STEAM & WIFI FULL STEAM & WIFI FULL STEAM

45cm
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CMS4104N CMS4104S

45CM H, LINEA, FULLY AUTOMATIC COFFEE 
MACHINE, BLACK

45CM H , LINEA, FULLY AUTOMATIC 
COFFEE MACHINE, SILVER GLASS

45cm reduced height

Colour touch TFT display
Coffee function: regular or double coffee ( 
1 or 2 cups at the same)
Hot water function: for tea or other hot drinks
Steam function: for cappuccino
Automatic cappuccino maker with seperate 
tank for milk

Up to 13 drink options available
5 levels of programmable coffee strength
3 levels of adjustable coffee temperature
5 levels of adjustable coffee length
13 levels of adjustable coffee grinder
Beans or Ground coffee option
Removable milk jug
Adjustable cappuccino foam & frothing 
nozzle
Programmable automatic switch-on
Automatic rinsing (at every switch on/switch 
off)
St/steel 0.5 litre thermal carafe with 
autoclean system
Cup warmer holder
Drip tray
Water container capacity: 2.40 litres
Coffee granule container capacity: 350 g
Pump pressure: 15 bar

Nominal power: 1.35kW
13 Amp power supply required

TFT TOUCH DISPLAY

The new colour TFT touch display clearly shows 
the personalisation of up to 13 drink options. 
You can customise the aroma, quantity and 
even create up to 6 personalised user profiles
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MP122S1 FMI120N2 CPR115N

60CM, LINEA, MICROWAVE OVEN WITH 
ELECTRIC GRILL, SILVER GLASS

60CM, LINEA, MICROWAVE OVEN WITH 
ELECTRIC GRILL, BLACK

15CM H, LINEA, WARMING DRAWER, BLACK

CPR115S
Silver Glass

MP122N1
Black

FMI120S2
Silver Glass

g

5 functions
3 automatic Programs
TFT Display
Touch control
Electronic timer
Quartz grill: 1 kW
Microwave Output Power: 800 W
Quick Start Option
St/Steel interior
Programmable memory functions
Energy saving option - Ecologic
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time 
or weight
Child Safety Lock

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:  
Chrome grill support
Kit for build in installation
Turntable

GROSS capacity: 21 litres
NET capacity: 20 litres

15cm height warming drawer

Suitable for fitting directly beneath a 45cm 
height compact oven. Both items fit in a 
standard 60cm aperture. Not suitable for 
fitting underneath a Double oven unless a 
support shelf has been installed between 
appliances.

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
85kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)
Temperature range up to 80 °C
Features include; Defrosting, Proving, Cup 
warmer, Dish warmer, Keep warm and 
Reheating 
Non slip drawer liner
Net capacity: 21 litres

Nominal power: 400 W

g

6 functions inc microwave with grill
Side opening door
Controls positioned at the bottom
Electronic timer
Tilting Grill
Grill: 1.25 kW
Microwave output power: 850 W
Surfaceplus ceramic base
St/Steel interior
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time 
or weight
Child Safety Lock

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:  
Chrome grill support

GROSS capacity: 23 litres
NET capacity: 22 litres

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

KITPLATE
Thinner bar to reduce height to 38cm

KITMP38
Crisper

NB: Available whilst stocks last

SIDE OPENING 15CM H

4141

MP122S1MP122S1
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DOSP6390X DOSF6390X

60CM, CLASSIC, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION DOUBLE OVEN, ST/STEEL

60CM, CLASSIC, MULTIFUNCTION DOUBLE 
OVEN, ST/STEEL

LOWER MAIN OVEN: 

70 lt kW ECO
logic

Large LCD display
9 functions + 1 cleaning function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Eclipse glass
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

UPPER AUXILIARY OVEN:

35 lt 2

4 functions
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Eclipse glass
1 x 40W halogen light
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Easy clean enamel interior

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres

Nominal power: 5.90 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrican for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
Stay clean liners, 2 x Extra deep trays 
(40mm deep), 2 x Grill mesh, 2 x Chrome 
shelves

UPPER MAIN OVEN: 

70 lt kW ECO
logic

4

ECO

Large LCD display
9 functions + 2 cleaning functions
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Eclipse glass
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

LOWER AUXILIARY OVEN:

35 lt 2

4 functions
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Eclipse glass
1 x 40W halogen light
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres

Nominal power: 5.70 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrican for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
2 x Extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 x Grill 
mesh, 3 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Pair partially 
extractable telescopic guides
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DOSF6300X DUSF6300X

60CM, CLASSIC, MULTIFUNCTION DOUBLE 
OVEN, ST/STEEL

60CM, CLASSIC, MULTIFUNCTION DOUBLE 
UNDER COUNTER OVEN, ST/STEEL

LOWER MAIN OVEN: 

61 lt 4

4 functions
Eclipse glass
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 68 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres

UPPER AUXILIARY OVEN:

35 lt 3

4 functions
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Eclipse glass
1 x 40W halogen light
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Easy clean enamel interior

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres

Nominal power: 4.80 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
Stay clean liners, 2 x Extra deep trays 
(40mm deep), 2 x Grill mesh, 2 x Chrome 
shelves

LOWER MAIN OVEN: 

70 lt

4 functions
Eclipse glass
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

UPPER AUXILIARY OVEN:

35 lt 2

4 functions
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Eclipse glass
1 x 40W halogen light
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Easy clean enamel interior

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres

Nominal power: 4.80kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
2 x Extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves

DOSF6300X

DUSF6300X



115 lt kW ECO
logic

4
115 lt
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SFP9395X1 SF9390X1

90CM, CLASSIC, PYROLYTIC EXTRA WIDE FULL HEIGHT 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, ST/STEEL

90CM, CLASSIC, EXTRA WIDE FULL HEIGHT MULTIFUNCTION 
OVEN, ST/STEEL

Large LCD display
9 functions + 1 cleaning function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Double fan
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 129 litres
Oven NET capacity: 115 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrican for ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf
1 x Pair partially extractable telescopic guides

ECO

Easy guide display
10 functions + 2 cleaning functions
50 automatic programmes
10 customisable recipes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Warm dishes, 
Rising, Sabbath
Other options: SmartSense cooking, Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple fan
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 129 litres
Oven NET capacity: 115 litres

Nominal power: 4.00 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrican for ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
2 x Extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome 
shelf, 1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic guides

EXTRA WIDE EXTRA WIDE

85 lt 4 4

48cm

85 lt 4

48cm
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SFPR9395X SFR9390X

90CM CLASSIC, PYROLYTIC EXTRA WIDE REDUCED HEIGHT 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, ST/STEEL

90CM CLASSIC, EXTRA WIDE REDUCED HEIGHT MULTIFUNCTION 
OVEN, ST/STEEL

48cm reduced height 

Large LCD display
9 functions + 1 cleaning function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Double fan
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 100 litres
Oven NET capacity: 85 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrican for ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf
1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic guides

ECO

48cm reduced height
 
Easy guide display
9 functions + 2 cleaning functions
50 automatic programmes
10 customisable recipes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple fan
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 100 litres
Oven NET capacity: 85 litres

Nominal power: 3.30 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrican for ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf
1 x Pair of fully extractable telescopic guides

EXTRA WIDE EXTRA WIDE
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70 lt
4

SFP6303WTPX

60CM, CLASSIC, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION WIFI OVEN, ST/STEEL

VIVOscreen
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
48 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x Pair partially extractable 
telescopic guides

WIFI

4747

SFP6303WTPXSFP6303WTPX



70 lt kW ECO
logic

4

65 lt kW ECO
logic
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SFP6390XE SF6390XPZE

60CM, CLASSIC, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, ST/STEEL

60CM, CLASSIC, MULTIFUNCTION PIZZA 
OVEN , ST/STEEL

ECO

Large LCD display
9 functions + 2 cleaning functions
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves, 1 x Pair partially 
extractable telescopic guides

Large LCD display
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 65 litres

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Pizza 
stone, Shovel and cover, 1 x Pair partially 
extractable telescopic guides

NB: Available whilst stocks last

70 lt
4

70 lt 60 lt 4
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SFP6301TVX SF6301TVX SF6341GVX

60CM, CLASSIC, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, ST/STEEL

60CM, CLASSIC, MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, 
ST/STEEL

60CM, CLASSIC, GAS FAN OVEN WITH 
ELECTRIC GRILL, ST/STEEL

COMPACTscreen
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
Other functions: Defrost by time, Rising, 
Sabbath
Eclipse glass
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf

8 functions inc Circogas (fan with bottom 
element)
Eclipse glass
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Minute minder
Gas temperature Min. 150°C Max 265°C
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valve
Adaptable for LPG
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 60 litres

Nominal power: 1.90 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Roasting/Grill pan (20mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Pair partially 
extractable telescopic guides, 1 x Rotisserie 
kit

COMPACTscreen
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
Other functions: Defrost by time, Rising, 
Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Pair partially 
extractable telescopic guides

GAS



40 lt 3

45cm

40 lt kW ECO
logic 3

45cm
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SF4303WMCX SF4390MCX

45CM H CLASSIC, COMPACT 
COMBINATION MICROWAVE WIFI OVEN, 
ST/STEEL

45CM H CLASSIC, COMPACT 
COMBINATION MICROWAVE OVEN, ST/
STEEL

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen
15 functions + 1 cleaning function
56 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray, 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome 
shelf, 1 x Pair partially extractable telescopic 
guides

45cm reduced height 

Large LCD display
13 functions + 1 cleaning function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
2 x halogen lights

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray, 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome 
shelf

WIFI

40 lt 3

45cm

SF4301MCX

45CM H CLASSIC, COMPACT 
COMBINATION MICROWAVE OVEN, ST/
STEEL

45cm reduced height 

COMPACTscreen
11 functions + 1 cleaning function
Other functions: Defrost by time
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light, Quick 
Start
Eclipse glass
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray, 1 x Grill mesh, 1 x Chrome 
shelf

41 lt 3

45cm

41 lt kW ECO
logic

3 45cm 45cm
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SF4303WVCPX SF4390VCX1 CMS4303X

45CM H CLASSIC, COMPACT 
COMBINATION FULL STEAM WIFI OVEN, 
ST/STEEL

45CM H CLASSIC, COMPACT 
COMBINATION FULL STEAM OVEN, ST/
STEEL

45CM H , CLASSIC, FULLY AUTOMATIC 
COFFEE MACHINE, ST/STEEL

45cm reduced height 

Large LCD display
Full steam technology
13 functions + 1 cleaning function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 41 litres

Nominal power: 3.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x St/Steel deep 
tray (40mm deep), 1 x St/steel tray (20mm 
deep)

45cm reduced height

Colour touch TFT display
Coffee function: regular or double coffee ( 
1 or 2 cups at the same)
Hot water function: for tea or other hot drinks
Steam function: for cappuccino
Automatic cappuccino maker with seperate 
tank for milk

Up to 13 drink options available
5 levels of programmable coffee strength
3 levels of adjustable coffee temperature
5 levels of adjustable coffee length
13 levels of adjustable coffee grinder
Beans or Ground coffee option
Removable milk jug
Adjustable cappuccino foam & frothing 
nozzle
Programmable automatic switch-on
Automatic rinsing (at every switch on/switch 
off)
St/steel 0.5 litre thermal carafe with 
autoclean system
Cup warmer holder
Drip tray
Water container capacity: 2.40 litres
Coffee granule container capacity: 350 g
Pump pressure: 15 bar

Nominal power: 1.35kW
13 Amp power supply required

45cm reduced height 

VIVOscreen
Full steam technology
15 functions (inc 5 steam) + 1 cleaning 
function
65 automatic programmes
64 customised recipes
Smart cooking
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Warm dishes, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light
Wi-fi connectivity via SmegConnect App 

Oven GROSS capacity: 50 litres
Oven NET capacity: 41 litres

Nominal power: 3.10kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf, 1 x Temperature 
probe, 1 x St/Steel deep tray (40mm deep)
1 x St/steel tray (20mm deep), 1 x Pair 
partially extractable telescopic guides,2 x 
small St/steel trays (40mm deep)

SF4303WVCPX
SF4390VCX1

FULL STEAM & WIFI FULL STEAM
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MP322X1 FMI325X FMI320X2

60CM, CLASSIC, MICROWAVE OVEN WITH 
ELECTRIC GRILL, ST/STEEL

60CM, CLASSIC, MICROWAVE OVEN WITH 
ELECTRIC GRILL, ST/STEEL

60CM, CLASSIC, MICROWAVE OVEN WITH 
ELECTRIC GRILL, ST/STEEL

g

6 functions
8 Automatic Programs
Touch control
Electronic timer
Quartz grill: 1 kW
Microwave Output Power: 900 W
Quick Start Option
St/Steel interior
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time 
or weight
Child Safety Lock

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:  
Chrome grill support
Kit for build in installation
Turntable

GROSS capacity: 26 litres
NET capacity: 25 litres

g

5 functions
3 automatic Programs
TFT Display
Touch control
Electronic timer
Quartz grill: 1 kW
Microwave output power: 850 W
Quick Start Option
St/Steel interior
Programmable memory functions
Eclipse glass
Energy saving option - Ecologic
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time 
or weight
Child Safety Lock

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:  
Chrome grill support
Kit for build in installation
Turntable

GROSS capacity: 21 litres
NET capacity: 20 litres

g

6 functions
Side opening door
Controls positioned at the bottom
Electronic timer
Tilting Grill
Grill: 1.25 kW
Microwave output power: 850 W
Surfaceplus ceramic base
St/Steel interior
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time 
or weight
Child Safety Lock

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:  
Chrome grill support
Set of Cucina controls 

GROSS capacity: 23 litres
NET capacity: 22 litres

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

KITPLATE
Thinner bar to reduce height to 38cm

KITMP38
Crisper

SIDE OPENING
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CR329X CPR315X

29CM H, CLASSIC, WARMING DRAWER, 
ST/STEEL

15CM H, CLASSIC, WARMING DRAWER, 
ST/STEEL

15cm height warming drawer

Suitable for fitting directly beneath a 45cm 
height compact oven. Both items fit in a 
standard 60cm aperture. Not suitable for 
fitting underneath a Double oven unless a 
support shelf has been installed between 
appliances.

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
85kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)
Temperature range up to 80 °C
Features include; Defrosting, Proving, Cup 
warmer, Dish warmer, Keep warm and 
Reheating 
Non slip drawer liner
Net capacity: 21 litres

Nominal power: 400 W

29cm height warming drawer

Suitable for fitting directly beneath standard, 
compact and microwave ovens or coffee 
machines in a column. Not suitable for fitting 
underneath a Double oven unless a support 
shelf has been installed between appliances.

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
85kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Temperature range up to 80 °C
Classic Handle
Features include; Defrosting, Proving, Cup 
warmer, Dish warmer, Keep warm and 
Reheating 
Non slip drawer liner
Net capacity: 51 litres

Nominal power: 400 W

29CM H 15CM H
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DOSF400S DUSF400S

60CM, CUCINA, MULTIFUNCTION DOUBLE 
OVEN, SILVER GLASS

60CM, CUCINA, MULTIFUNCTION DOUBLE 
UNDER COUNTER OVEN, SILVER GLASS

LOWER MAIN OVEN: 

61 lt 4

4 functions
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 68 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres

UPPER AUXILIARY OVEN:

35 lt 2

4 functions
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
1 x 40W halogen light
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Easy clean enamel interior

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres

Nominal power: 4.80kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
2 x Extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves

LOWER MAIN OVEN: 

70 lt

4 functions
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

UPPER AUXILIARY OVEN:

35 lt
2 2

4 functions
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Double glazed door
Tilting grill
1 x 40W halogen light
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Easy clean enamel interior

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres

Nominal power: 4.80kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
2 x Extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 x Grill 
mesh, 2 x Chrome shelves

DOSF400S

DUSF400S

70 lt kW ECO
logic

4
70 lt kW ECO

logic
4

70 lt
4
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SFP6402TVX SF6402TVS SFP6401TVN1

60CM, CUCINA, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, ST/STEEL

60CM, CUCINA, MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, 
SILVER GLASS

60CM, CUCINA, PYROLYTIC 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, BLACK

SFP6401TVX1
St/Steel

SF6402TVX
St/Steel

SFP6401TVS1
Silver glass

Large LCD display
9 functions + 1 cleaning function
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Tilting grill
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x Grill 
mesh, 1 x Chrome shelf

COMPACTscreen
10 functions + 1 cleaning function
Other functions: Defrost by time, Rising, 
Sabbath
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Chrome shelf

ECO

Large LCD display
9 functions + 2 cleaning functions
20 automatic programmes
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by 
weight, Rising, Sabbath
Other options: Keep warm, Eco light
Eclipse glass
Soft close door
Quadruple glazed removable door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Chrome shelf

 



70 lt 63 lt 32 lt 3

45cm
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SF6400TVN SF64M3DX SF4400MCX

60CM, CUCINA, MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, 
BLACK

60CM, CUCINA, DIRECT STEAM 
MULTIFUNCTION OVEN, ST/STEEL

45CM H CUCINA, COMPACT 
COMBINATION MICROWAVE OVEN, ST/
STEEL

SF6400TVS
Silver glass

SF64M3DN
Black

SF6400TVX
St/Steel

SF64M3DS
Silver glass

SF6400
SF64M3

Direct steam technology
9 functions (inc 1 steam)
Other functions: Defrost by time
Eclipse glass
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 63 litres

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Chrome shelf

45cm reduced height

6 functions
Eclipse glass
Triple glazed door
Microwave output power: 1.00 kW
Grill element power: 1500 W
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Light reflective St/steel oven interior
Metal side supports, 3 cooking levels
1 x 20W light

Oven GROSS capacity: 38 litres
Oven NET capacity: 32 litres

Nominal power: 3.40 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrican for 
ampere requirement 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Glass tray, 1 x Grill mesh

8 functions + 1 cleaning function
Other functions: Defrost by time
Triple glazed door
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Easy clean enamel interior
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
1 x 40W halogen light

Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
1 x Extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 x 
Chrome shelf

DIRECT STEAM

32 lt 2 45cm
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SF4400MX MP422X1 CTP15X

45CM H CUCINA, COMPACT MICROWAVE 
OVEN WITH GRILL, ST/STEEL

60CM, CUCINA, MICROWAVE OVEN WITH 
ELECTRIC GRILL, ST/STEEL

15CM H, CUCINA, WARMING DRAWER, ST/
STEEL

MP322X1
St/Steel with set 
of Cucina controls 
included

MP422S
Silver Glass

g

6 functions
Side opening door
Controls positioned at the bottom
Electronic timer
Tilting Grill
Grill: 1.25 kW
Microwave output power: 850 W
Surfaceplus ceramic base
St/Steel interior
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time 
or weight
Child Safety Lock

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:  
Chrome grill support

GROSS capacity: 23 litres
NET capacity: 22 litres

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

KITPLATE
Thinner bar to reduce height to 38cm

KITMP38
Crisper

15cm height warming drawer

Suitable for fitting directly beneath a 45cm 
height compact oven. Both items fit in a 
standard 60cm aperture. Not suitable for 
fitting underneath a Double oven unless a 
support shelf has been installed between 
appliances.

Maximum load weight above drawer: 50Kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)
Temperature range up to 80 °C
Features include; Defrosting, Dish warmer, 
Keep warm and Reheating
Net capacity: 21 litres

Nominal power: 420 W

45cm reduced height

3 functions
Eclipse glass
Triple glazed door
Tilting grill
Microwave output power: 1.00 kW
Grill element power: 1200 W
Air cooling system, Closed door grilling
Light reflective St/steel oven interior
2 cooking levels
Minute minder
1 x 20W light

Oven GROSS capacity: 38 litres
Oven NET capacity: 32 litres

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:
2 x Chrome shelves

SIDE OPENING 15CM H
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FMI425X FMI420S2 FMI020X

60CM, CUCINA, MICROWAVE OVEN WITH 
ELECTRIC GRILL, ST/STEEL

60CM, CUCINA, MICROWAVE OVEN WITH 
ELECTRIC GRILL, SILVER GLASS

60CM, MICROWAVE OVEN WITH ELECTRIC 
GRILL, ST/STEEL

FMI017X
17 litre version

FMI425S
Silver glass

g

5 functions
3 automatic Programs
TFT Display
Touch control
Electronic timer
Quartz grill: 1 kW
Microwave Output Power: 800 W
Quick Start Option
St/Steel interior
Programmable memory functions
Energy saving option - Ecologic
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time 
or weight
Child Safety Lock

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:  
Chrome grill support
Kit for build in installation
Turntable

GROSS capacity: 21 litres
NET capacity: 20 litres

g

5 functions
8 Automatic Programs
Electronic timer
Grill: 1 kW
Microwave Output Power: 800 W
Quick Start Option
St/Steel interior
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time 
or weight
Child Safety Lock

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:  
Chrome grill support
Kit for build in installation
Turntable

GROSS capacity: 21 litres
NET capacity: 20 litres

g

5 functions
8 Automatic Programs
Electronic timer
Quartz grill: 1 kW
Microwave Output Power: 900 W
Quick Start Option
St/Steel interior
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time 
or weight
Child Safety Lock

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:  
Chrome grill support
Turntable

GROSS capacity: 26 litres
NET capacity: 25 litres

5959

FMI425XFMI425X
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GT1T-2 PRTX PPR2

PALPZ PR3845X

VBAG2VBAG1

WOKGHU

LIFEBOX

OVEN & HOB ACCESSORIES: BELOW ARE A VARIETY OF OPTIONAL EXTRAS TO ENHANCE YOUR SMEG APPLIANCE.

PAIR OF FULLY EXTRACTABLE TELESCOPIC 
GUIDES (1 LEVEL)

PIZZA STONE WITH HANDLES UNIVERSAL PIZZA STONE

PIZZA SHOVEL STAINLESS STEEL SPACER

50 BAGS 25 X 35CM50 BAGS 20 X 30CM

CAST IRON WOK SUPPORT

SET OF 3 CONTAINERS

Refractory pizza stone with handles 
suitable for use with ovens where the 
bottom of the cavity is embossed

Rectangular pizza stone without handles 
for 60cm ovens (not steam, microwave 
or gas).  
Also available PPR9 for 90cm ovens.

Pizza shovel with fold away handle 60cm wide stainless steel divider for use 
between two or more appliances when 
installed in column in a 60cm cavity.  
Also available PR3845N - Black

50 bags for sous-vide cooking and 
preservation, for use with Vacuum 
drawers, Dimensions: 25x35cm 

50 Bags for sous-vide cooking and 
preservation, for use with Vacuum 
drawers, Dimensions: 20x30cm

The WOKGHU offers additional stability 
when using a wok. Suitable for some 
gas hobs with heavy duty cast iron pan 
stands.

Set of 3 containers for use with Vacuum 
drawers. Suitable for storage in the 
fridge or pantry. Not suitable for storage 
in the freezer or for Sous-vide cooking. 
Dimensions: 140x70, 140x125, 
140x185mm

Pair of fully extractable telescopic guides 
suitable for use on most ovens with metal 
side supports.  
Also available GT1P-2. Pair of partially 
extractable telescopic guides (1 level) 

VACUUM DRAWER ACCESSORIES:

6161

LIFEBOXLIFEBOX



Bringing professional products into a Bringing professional products into a 

domestic environmentdomestic environment, built-in vacuum , built-in vacuum 

drawers and blast chillers deliver truly drawers and blast chillers deliver truly 

expert results.expert results.

Innovative products with the capability to Innovative products with the capability to 

transform the way you prepare and cook transform the way you prepare and cook 

food. Preparing food using a blast chiller food. Preparing food using a blast chiller 

and vacuum drawer allows you to focus on and vacuum drawer allows you to focus on 

quality of ingredients, taste, presentation quality of ingredients, taste, presentation 

and to organise your time in a completely and to organise your time in a completely 

new way. These exciting appliances add new way. These exciting appliances add 

real value to the exensive Smeg product real value to the exensive Smeg product 

range, and showcase the best in Italian range, and showcase the best in Italian 

technology.technology.

BLAST CHILLERS & BLAST CHILLERS & 
VACUUM DRAWERSVACUUM DRAWERS

6262 6363



BLAST CHILLERS

REFRIGERATOR

Traditionally found in professional kitchens, domestic blast chillers work in conjunction with a vacuum 
drawer, to produce healthier, higher quality food with more creative possibilities for professional quality 
meals.
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PRECISE PRESERVATION 
A blast chiller is a unique domestic appliance with 2 main functions - freezing and cooling, but it can also heat. You can chill food straight 
after cooking, programme precise 3-phase dough proofing, quickly chill beverages, heat food at low temperatures, or hold a food at a certain 
temperature. There are many benefits to using a blast chiller including better time management as you can shop for, cook and plan your meals when 
you want. You can save space in the fridge, reduce food wastage, and store and consume the best seasonal food so you can eat fresh and tasty 
fruit and vegetables the whole year round, even when they‘re not in season!

3kg of fresh food that is frozen in a standard freezer takes 24 hours to freeze to the core, and the process breaks down foods properties, destroying 
it’s structure and creating macro-water crystals inside. The same amount of fresh food that is frozen in a blast chiller takes just 4.5 hours to freeze 
to the core, and only micro-water crystals are created which means that the quality of the food is preserved. Blast chilling allows you to bring food 
down to a low temperature quickly and safely, it lengthens the duration of a foods life span, without compromising on taste or nutrition. Fresh foods 
that are frozen in a blast chiller do not require defrosting, they can be conveniently transferred straight from the freezer to the oven. Shelves inside 
Smeg blast chillers and ovens are interchangeable. 

D R I N K  C O O L I N G  & 
TEMPERATURE HOLDING

It is also possible to quickly chill 
bottles (1°C per minute) in order 
to enjoy wine and other drinks at 
the optimal temperature, or to keep 
food at a required temperature 
(for desserts and ice creams 
before serving for example).  
The shelf inside the appliance is 
double-sided with a straight side 
for foods and a undulated side 
specially designed for inserting 
bottles (up to 9 standard sizes or 

4 magnums).

READY-TO-EAT  
Smeg blast chillers are extremely 
versatile with a range of warming 
functions also available. By 
selecting this function the blast 
chiller will keep pre-cooked dishes 
at refrigerator temperature all day 
and then heats them up at a preset 
time, so you can have a hot dinner 

ready for when you get home! 

 DOUGH PROVING  
Perfect proving conditions can be 
created by keeping the dough at 
the right temperature for the right 
time, without sudden changes 
in humidity levels. This can be 
configured in 3 phases for a really 

precise and professional finish.

DEFROST  
Food can be defrosted quickly and 
evenly, without partially cooking 
the food and compromising the 

quality. 

LOW TEMPERATURE COOKING  
Dishes can be cooked at a 
cons tan t  low tempera tu re , 
lower than traditional cooking 
temperatures available, resulting in 

tender and juicy meats.

VACUUM SENSOR 
This sensor ensures that the 
maximum vacuum is reached 
according to the level that has 
been set. If this value is not 
reached, the bag is not sealed. 
Smeg vacuum drawers are 
capable of sealing with a vacuum 

of up to 99.9%.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
Bags for food conservation and sous vide cooking are included as standard and plastic 
containers and bag sets are also available to purchase, see page 60 for more details. 

CHEF FUNCTION
By selecting this function, certain operations 
which would otherwise require a lot of 
time, such as marinating meat or liquors, 
waters, spirits or broths, can be sped up. 
The function massages the fibres of the 
food so that they absorb all oils and/or 

flavours for really tasty results.

Smeg vacuum drawers are perfect for Sous Vide cooking, preserving food items for longer, and even 
re-sealing packaging, they are essential for the discerning chef.

VACUUM DRAWERS
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INNOVATIVE CONSERVATION
A vacuum drawer can be used to preserve 
fresh foods for storage in the freezer, fridge or 
pantry. Ingredients are sealed into an airtight 
plastic bag or container where the oxygen 
and air are extracted, protecting food from 
dust and bacteria and creating the perfect 
conditions for a longer storage life. Liquids 

can even be vacuum sealed!
In this sealed environment, nutrients and 
aromas are preserved perfectly and food 
tastes as good as if it was made from fresh 

ingredients.

Vacuum sealed food lasts on average four 
times longer at room temperature or in the 
fridge. If frozen, bacteria are eliminated, and 
food can be kept for months and retain all 
flavours and consistency, as if it has just been 

prepared fresh!

SOUS VIDE COOKING
As well as conserving food, it is possible 

using specific bags to prepare food for low 
temperature Sous Vide cooking. 

Once sealed and placed in one of our 
45cm full steam ovens, and the option for 
100% steam is selected, sous vide cooking 
can take place. This process allows you to 
retain the aromas, juices, nutrients of the 
ingredients, consistency and flavour that 

is impossible to achieve through traditional 
cooking methods.
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CPV615NR CPV115S CPV315X

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, VACUUM 
DRAWER , BLACK, COPPER TRIM

60CM, LINEA, VACUUM DRAWER , 
SILVER GLASS

60CM, CLASSIC, VACUUM DRAWER,  
ST/STEEL

CPV615NX
St/Steel Trim

15cm height vacuum drawer 

Suitable for fitting beneath a 45cm height 
compact steam oven or blast chiller. Both 
items fit in a standard 60cm aperture. 

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
48kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)
Touch control
Chef function: marinade and infusion
3 levels of vacuum in bags: delicate, 
preservation, sous-vide
3 levels of sealing: delicate, medium, 
maximum
3 levels of vacuum in containers: delicate, 
medium, maximum
Vacuum sensor with 10 mbar accuracy
Automatic dehumidification pump cycle 

Net capacity: 6.5 litres

Nominal power: 240 W

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
50 Bags for food conservation  
50 Bags for sous-vide cooking

15cm height vacuum drawer 

Suitable for fitting beneath a 45cm height 
compact steam oven or blast chiller. Both 
items fit in a standard 60cm aperture. 

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
48kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)
Touch control
Chef function: marinade and infusion
3 levels of vacuum in bags: delicate, 
preservation, sous-vide
3 levels of sealing: delicate, medium, 
maximum
3 levels of vacuum in containers: delicate, 
medium, maximum
Vacuum sensor with 10 mbar accuracy
Automatic dehumidification pump cycle 

Net capacity: 6.5 litres

Nominal power: 240 W

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
50 Bags for food conservation  
50 Bags for sous-vide cooking

15cm height vacuum drawer

Suitable for fitting beneath a 45cm height 
compact steam oven or blast chiller. Both 
items fit in a standard 60cm aperture. 

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
48kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)
Touch control
Chef function: marinade and infusion
3 levels of vacuum in bags: delicate, 
preservation, sous-vide
3 levels of sealing: delicate, medium, 
maximum
3 levels of vacuum in containers: delicate, 
medium, maximum
Vacuum sensor with 10 mbar accuracy
Automatic dehumidification pump cycle 

Net capacity: 6.5 litres

Nominal power: 240 W

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
50 Bags for food conservation  
50 Bags for sous-vide cooking

CPV615, CPV115S, CPV315X

15CM H15CM H 15CM H

3 45
cm 3 45

cm 3 45
cm
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SAB4604NR SAB4104S SAB4304X

60CM DOLCE STIL NOVO, BLAST CHILLER, 
BLACK, COPPER TRIM

60CM LINEA, BLAST CHILLER,  
SILVER GLASS

60CM CLASSIC, BLAST CHILLER, ST/STEEL

SAB4604NX
St/Steel trim

45cm reduced height 

Interactive touch control easy guide colour 
LCD display
52 automatic programmes
Cold functions: Cooling, Preservation,  
Pre-cooling, Bottle cooling, Deep freezing
Warming functions: Low temperature 
cooking, Defrost by time, Proving,  
Ready-to-eat, Defrost by weight
Temperature range from -35 to +75oC
Stainless steel interior
1 x 20W halogen light
Metal side supports, 3 levels
Child lock

Climatic class: T
Noise level: 48 dB(A) re 1 pW

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
1 x double-sided chrome shelf
1 x easy fit temperature probe

45cm reduced height 

Interactive touch control easy guide colour 
LCD display
52 automatic programmes
Cold functions: Cooling, Preservation,  
Pre-cooling, Bottle cooling, Deep freezing
Warming functions: Low temperature 
cooking, Defrost by time, Proving,  
Ready-to-eat, Defrost by weight
Temperature range from -35 to +75oC
Stainless steel interior
1 x 20W halogen light
Metal side supports, 3 levels
Child lock

Climatic class: T
Noise level: 48 dB(A) re 1 pW

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
1 x double-sided chrome shelf
1 x easy fit temperature probe

45cm reduced height 

Interactive touch control easy guide colour 
LCD display
52 automatic programmes
Cold functions: Cooling, Preservation,  
Pre-cooling, Bottle cooling, Deep freezing
Warming functions: Low temperature 
cooking, Defrost by time, Proving,  
Ready-to-eat, Defrost by weight
Temperature range from -35 to +75oC
Stainless steel interior
1 x 20W halogen light
Metal side supports, 3 levels
Child lock

Climatic class: T
Noise level: 48 dB(A) re 1 pW

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
1 x double-sided chrome shelf
1 x easy fit temperature probe

SAB4604, SAB4104S, SAB4304X

BLAST CHILLERBLAST CHILLER BLAST CHILLER



Smeg hobs combine quality materials 

with cutting-edge technology. You can 

choose from an array of shapes, sizes and 

cooking methods to match the aesthetics of 

your kitchen. 

HOBS
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HobsHobs

VICTORIA VICTORIA 

CUCINA CUCINA CLASSIC CLASSIC 

LINEALINEA

Smeg hobs are distinguished by their high quality materials, and design of pan-stands and burners. A Smeg hobs are distinguished by their high quality materials, and design of pan-stands and burners. A 
number of exclusive aesthetics that offer a hob for every requirement and coordinate well with other products number of exclusive aesthetics that offer a hob for every requirement and coordinate well with other products 
in the Smeg range such as ovens and hoods. 18/10 Stainless steel, elegant and bright, plays a central role in the Smeg range such as ovens and hoods. 18/10 Stainless steel, elegant and bright, plays a central role 
in the kitchen, whilst sophisticated surfaces in glass, or ceramic glass provide a distinctive touch.in the kitchen, whilst sophisticated surfaces in glass, or ceramic glass provide a distinctive touch.

DOLCE STIL NOVODOLCE STIL NOVO

7070

INDUCTIONINDUCTION CERAMICCERAMIC

7171
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MIXED FUELMIXED FUELGASGAS

Smeg offers a comprehensive range of gas, mixed fuel, induction and ceramic hobs that perfectly match Smeg offers a comprehensive range of gas, mixed fuel, induction and ceramic hobs that perfectly match 
the ovens with a wide choice of models, colours, sizes and shapes. Layout options include: diamond 
- optimum spacing for larger pans, inline - easy access to burners and standard - traditional burner 
layout.

TYPES OF FUELTYPES OF FUEL
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HOOD WITHIN A HOB

Smeg proudly presents “HOBD”, an induction hob with integrated built-in hood, where induction and 
extraction are combined in a single elegant product. It is available with a copper trim or full black glass 
which can be flushed or surface mounted. 

INNOVATION
The exclusive extraction system immediatley 
removes vapours and odours via the cast iron 
grid in the centre of the hob, which hides the 
grease filters and channels the air. Its compact 
engine is situated discreetly below the surface 
of the glass taking up only a small amount 
of room below, so drawers can still be fitted 
underneath with plenty of usable space. 
The cast iron grid in the middle is completely 
flush with the glass so pots and pans can 
be smoothly transfered across the hob . 
I t  has  p remium s tee l  g rease f i l t e r s 
and can be duc ted or  rec i rcu la ted 
us ing h igh qua l i t y  charcoa l  f i l t e r s .

AUTO-VENT
When the hob is in use the hood 
will automatically turn on at the 
most suitable speed, adapting 
the extraction speed to suit the 
cooking level selected on the hob.

FREEDOM AND FLEXIBILITY
Cook infront of a window, under the eaves or go for a kitchen island, the choices are endless. By removing 
a bulky extractor hood from your kitchen design, you can gain space for more overhead cabinets if desired 
and create a seamless and minimalist aesthetic. 

MULTIZONE
Unlike standard induction hobs 
which are divided into different 
cooking zones where size and 
position are restricted, this hobs 
has 2 large MultiZones which 
can be divided into front and 
rear zones. Each Mult iZone 
automatically detects the size and 
position of the pots and pans, and 
heats up the exact spots where 
they stand, providing optimum 
heating distribution and efficiency. 
This allows several pans to be 
used at once, large or small, 
offering freedom of placement 
and greater flexibility.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

GLASS ON STEEL
Glass-on-steel, a reinforced base, developed exclusively by Smeg, 
consists of a steel layer fixed to the underside of the glass surface of all 
gas on glass hobs in order to increase their resistance. This innovative 
idea adds an important safety feature. In the extreme eventuality that 
the glass of the hob is accidentally broken, a special adhesive paste 
between the glass and the steel holds the glass in place, avoiding 
dispersion of the glass, and allowing the continued use of the product in 
a safe environment until a replacement base can be fitted.

UNIQUE BLADE BURNERS
Smeg’s patented blade 
f l ame  bu r ne r  de s i gn , 
featured on some Dolce Stil 
Novo gas hobs, delivers a 
continuous vertical flame for 
maximum heat transfer and 
increases efficiency by 20%. 
Each ‘blade’ component is 
coated in a special premium 
titanium coating which can 
resist temperatures up to 
1100°C!
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ARTIST PAN STANDS
Some Dolce Stil Novo hobs can be embellished with beautiful artistic pan stands. A choice of 4 styles can be purchased separately to complete 
the look – fruits, insects, leaves or birds, allowing you to add something quite unique to your kitchen. 
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Unique details can be found on many gas hobs, from patented blade burner technology to artistic pan 
stands designs, offering truely exclusive features which are unlike any other hobs on the market. 
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COOKING WITH GAS

CAST IRON PAN STANDS
The majority of Smeg gas 
hobs have heavy duty cast 
iron stands, however there 
is also a choice of models 
with enamel pan stands.  

ERGONOMIC CONTROLS
The elegant simplicity and 
the perfect ergonomics of 
the Smeg control knobs 
allow a precise and instant 
f l ame ad ju s tmen t ,  f o r 
excellent cooking results.

INTERCHANGABLE 
AESTHETICS

Some hobs in the range, 
although fitted with Classic 
con t ro l s ,  can  change 
aesthetics by purchasing a 
set of Linea controls

ULTRA RAPID BURNERS
These powerful burners  
offer up to 5.00kW power 
and o f f e r  3  d i f f e ren t 
configurations: a triple flame 
burner or a dual  flame 
burner with a single control, 
or a dual flame 3-way 
burner. Composed of an 
auxiliary and a rapid burner, 
its 2 controls allow both 
parts of the burner to work 
together or independently. 

SAFETY VALVES
All Smeg gas hobs include 
safety valves as standard, 
the valves on the burner cut 
off the gas flow if the flame 
is accidentally exitinguished. 
In this event, the gas feeder 
valve shuts off immediately, 
regardless of the position of 
the control.  

DIRECTIONAL BURNERS
Many L inea gas hobs 
feature directional burners. 
The unique technology of 
these directional burners 
makes the flame almost 
ver t ical; real power is 
transferred to the pot as the 
flames spread to match the 
diameter of the underside of 
the pan. This causes heat to 
concentrate, resulting in a 
higher performance burner 
that cooks faster than a 
traditional gas burner.
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Gas hobs provide an efficient and responsive way of cooking with many advantages including even heat 
distribution and immediate reaction.

MULTIFUNCTIONALITYMULTIFUNCTIONALITY

HIGH POWER HIGH POWER 
Maximum cooking flexibility Maximum cooking flexibility 
is provided with 1 powerful is provided with 1 powerful 
Ultra rapid gas burner, ideal Ultra rapid gas burner, ideal 
for a Wok (some models).for a Wok (some models).

STABILITY  STABILITY  
The raised cast iron grates The raised cast iron grates 
are designed to give full are designed to give full 
stability and to have the stability and to have the 
least amount of material that least amount of material that 
absorbs heat. Comes with absorbs heat. Comes with 
a strong and easy to clean a strong and easy to clean 
cast iron pan stand. cast iron pan stand. 

MULTIZONE MULTIZONE 
The 4 induction zones on The 4 induction zones on 
the right can be combined the right can be combined 
to create 2 Multizone areas to create 2 Multizone areas 
for maximum flexibility.for maximum flexibility.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
Keep warm, melting/low Keep warm, melting/low 
temperature, pause, end temperature, pause, end 
of cooking acoustic alarm, of cooking acoustic alarm, 
and a child safety lock are and a child safety lock are 
some of the special functions some of the special functions 
found on mixed fuel hobs.found on mixed fuel hobs.

SLIDER CONTROLSSLIDER CONTROLS
An elegant slider control An elegant slider control 
panel allows you to adjust panel allows you to adjust 
the power simply by passing the power simply by passing 
your finger across the touch your finger across the touch 
device.device.

Smeg Domino hobs can offer maximum flexibility when cooking a wide variety of dishes. Each model comes fitted with Classic controls but Linea Smeg Domino hobs can offer maximum flexibility when cooking a wide variety of dishes. Each model comes fitted with Classic controls but Linea 
controls can be purchased separately as a kit to change the aesthetic. The domino range consists of a barbeque, single or two burner gas hobs, controls can be purchased separately as a kit to change the aesthetic. The domino range consists of a barbeque, single or two burner gas hobs, 
fryer, teppanyaki plate and two zone induction hob. A connecting strip can also be purchased if you wish to arrange a series of Domino hobs fryer, teppanyaki plate and two zone induction hob. A connecting strip can also be purchased if you wish to arrange a series of Domino hobs 
together.together.
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Designed for those who appreciate both gas and induction cooking methods with a real passion for Designed for those who appreciate both gas and induction cooking methods with a real passion for 
cooking. By combining traditional gas burners with modern induction technology, maximum versatility cooking. By combining traditional gas burners with modern induction technology, maximum versatility 
can now be found in one appliance. Models can be found in Dolce Stil Novo or Classic designs.can now be found in one appliance. Models can be found in Dolce Stil Novo or Classic designs.
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INDUCTION AND CERAMIC

Induction cooking is based on magnetic fields: each ‘element’ generates a magnetic field that induces heat onto a 
ferrous material in the base of the pan. The pot becomes the element that cooks the food, and, as a consequence, 
energy efficiency is maximized and heat loss is minimized as only the base of the pan is heated. On the contrary, the 
surface of the hob doesn’t reach the temperature of a ceramic hob.

INTELLIGENT ENGINEERING
Induct ion is faster than gas 
cooking taking only a little over 
a minute to heat a pint of water. 
Another benefit is that any splashes 
will not burn onto the hob top and 
are easily wiped clean.

The Smeg range of ceramic hobs incorporate the latest technology and many innovative features to enhance their performance quality. The aesthetics are 
designed to coordinate with the various oven styles offered and the highest quality and safety is assured by using the best materials and stringent checks 
during the manufacturing process.

DUAL COOKING ZONES 
& GIANT ZONE

The majority of hobs offer 
dual cooking zones, either 
circular or oval, adding 
ex t ra versa t i l i t y  to the 
specification and optimum 
choice. The Smeg range 
also includes hobs with a 
giant zone for complete 
versatility.

MULTIZONE HOBS
Unlike standard induction hobs which are divided into different cooking zones where size and position are restricted, 
these hobs have large MultiZones which can be divided into front and rear zones. Each MultiZone automatically 
detects the size and position of the pots and pans, and heats up the exact spots where they stand, providing optimum 
heating distribution and efficiency. This allows several pans to be used at once, large or small, offering freedom of 
placement and greater flexibility.

IMPRESSIVE FEATURES
Digital touch controls offer 
extremely responsive and 
intuitive temperature control 
which is also easy to use. 
In addition, a hard wearing 
black glass is featured 
throughout the induction 
and ceramic range, offers 
extreme resistance to heat 
as well as being easy to 
maintain.
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CERAMIC

INDUCTION
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A wide variety of induction and ceramic hobs are available within the range, offering quick heat up times,  
user friendly touch controls and flat easy to clean surfaces. Many useful features have been included to make 
life easier. 

ANGLED EDGE 
This popular design provides an elegant and practical working surface, which is extremely easy to install. These practical clean lines blend 
well with other appliances in the Smeg portfolio. 

FRAMES 
Coloured frames on the Victoria hobs allow perfect co-ordination with the Victoria ovens and hoods. An ultra slim 2mm tall Wafer thin 
stainless steel frame is also available on the SE277 ceramic hobs.

STRAIGHT EDGE
This design allows the option of being flush-fitted into the work surface if desired. The overall appearance is that of sleek clean lines, perfect 
for incorporating into any style of kitchen, traditional or modern.

INTUITIVE SLIDER HOBS
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The Flexi-heat function 
d iv ides  the  cook ing 
area into three pre-set 
temperature zones. Place 
your pan on the front 
zone for high powered 
cooking, then carefully 
glide it backwards to 
the middle zones for 
continuous medium heat, 
and then back towards 
the rear zone for low 
heat, ideal for keeping 
food warm. 

The Flexi4zone on the left 
is divided into 4 sections 
and can be adjusted as 
required depending on 
your cooking needs. Three 
layouts can be achieved; 
two double zones, one 
triple zone and one single, 
or all 4 zones can be 
combined to create one 
large zone, so you can use 
multiple pans of various 
dimensions at the same 
time, providing greater 
flexibility. 

Intuitive slider controls
with an elegant grey 
screen printing are easy 
to use and quick to 
respond with 14 power 
levels to choose from, 
providing even greater 
precision than standard 
induction controls.

A smart infrared system 
called Auto-vent, allows 
you to control a hood, 
with the same features, 
via the hob. Once the 
power and temperature 
on the hob has been 
selected, the hood will 
automatically switch on 
the lights and regulate the 
fan speed as necessary, 
wi thou t  the need to 
manually adjust it. 

Induction hobs with intuitive slider controls offer quick temperature response and include features such as 
Auto-vent, an infrared connnection between the hob and a hood allowing them to work together. 
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PVL6106CN

100CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, GAS ON GLASS CERAMIC HOB, BLACK

6 burners
Left: Ultra rapid burner 3.50 kW
Rear left: 1.60 kW
Front left: 1.00 kW
Rear right: Rapid burner 2.40 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Right: Ultra rapid burner 3.50 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
Black knobs
Titanium pan stands
Blade flame burners

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

KPDSN100B
Set of Bird design pan stands

KPDSN100F
Set of Fruit design pan stands

KPDSN100I
Set of Insect design pan stands

KPDSN100L
Set of Leaf design pan stands

6MP1BF
Set of 6 Linea controls for Blade flame hobs
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PXL664

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, GAS HOB, ST/
STEEL

4 burners
Front left: 1.00 kW
Rear left: Rapid burner 2.80 kW
Rear right: 1.60 kW
Front right: 1.60 kW

St/steel base
St/steel controls
Titanium pan stands
Blade flame burners

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

KPDSN60B
Set of Bird design pan stands

KPDSN60F
Set of Fruit design pan stands

KPDSN60I
Set of Insect design pan stands

KPDSN60L
Set of Leaf design pan stands

6MP1BF
Set of 6 Linea controls for Blade flame hobs

PVL675LCN

75CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, GAS ON GLASS CERAMIC 
HOB, BLACK

5 burners
Left: Ultra rapid burner 3.50 kW
Rear left: 1.60 kW
Front left: 1.00 kW
Rear right: Rapid burner 2.40 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
Black knobs
Titanium pan stands
Blade flame burners

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

KPDSN75B
Set of Bird design pan stands

KPDSN75F
Set of Fruit design pan stands

KPDSN75I
Set of Insect design pan stands

KPDSN75L
Set of Leaf design pan stands

6MP1BF
Set of 6 Linea controls for Blade flame hobs

PXL675L
St/steel

PVL664CN
Black
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5 burners
Front left: 1.10 kW
Rear left: 1.70 kW
Centre: Ultra rapid burner: 4.20 kW
Rear right rapid burner: 2.60 kW
Front right: 1.10 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
Black knobs
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

PV675CNX

75CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, GAS ON GLASS 
CERAMIC HOB, BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

PV695LCNR

90CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, GAS ON GLASS CERAMIC HOB, 
BLACK, COPPER TRIM

5 burners
Left Ultra rapid burner: 6.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.70 kW
Front centre: 1.70 kW
Rear right rapid burner: 2.60 kW
Front right: 1.10 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
Black knobs
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

PV675CNR
Copper Trim

PV695LCNX
St/Steel Trim
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PV664LCNX PV632CNR PV631CNX

65CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, GAS ON GLASS 
CERAMIC HOB, BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

38CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, GAS ON 
GLASS CERAMIC HOB, BLACK, COPPER 
TRIM

38CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, GAS ON 
GLASS CERAMIC HOB, BLACK, ST/STEEL 
TRIM

1 Ultra rapid burner: 6.00 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
Black knobs
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

4 burners
Left rapid burner: 3.10 kW
Rear centre: 1.70 kW
Front centre: 1.10 kW
Right rapid burner: 2.60 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
Black knobs
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

2 burners
Front: 1.10 kW
Rear rapid burner: 3.10 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
Black knobs
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

PV632CNX
St/Steel Trim

PV631CNR
Copper Trim

PV664LCNR
Copper Trim
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SR964XGH

60CM, VICTORIA, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

4 burners
Front Left: 1.10kW
Rear left: Ultra Rapid Burner 3.30kW
Rear Right: 1.70kW
Front Right: 1.70kW

St/steel base
Chrome controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

SR975PGH

69CM, VICTORIA, GAS HOB, CREAM

5 burners
Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: 2.60kW
Centre: Ultra Rapid Burner dual flame 3-way 5.00 kW
Rear right: 1.70kW
Front right: 1.70kW

Coloured enamelled base
Chrome controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

SR975NGH
Black

SR964NGH
Black

SR975XGH
St/steel

SR964PGH
Cream

SR975PGHSR975PGH

8383



5 burners
Front left: 1.05kW
Rear left: 1.70kW
Centre: Ultra rapid burner 5.00kW
Rear right: Rapid burner 3.00kW
Front right: 1.70kW

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

PX7502

74CM, LINEA, ULTRA-LOW PROFILE, GAS HOB, ST/
STEEL

PX1402

100CM, LINEA, ULTRA-LOW PROFILE, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

4 burners
Left: Ultra rapid burner 4.20kW
Centre left: 1.05kW
Centre right: 1.70kW
Right: Rapid burner 3.00kW

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG
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PV164N2

60CM, LINEA, GAS ON GLASS HOB, 
BLACK GLASS

4 burners
Front left: 1.70 kW
Rear left: 1.70 kW
Rear right: Rapid burner 3.00 kW
Front right: 1.10 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Steel effect controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands 
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

PV175S2

72CM, LINEA, GAS ON GLASS HOB, SILVER GLASS

5 burners
Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: 1.70kW
Centre: Rapid burner: 3.20kW
Rear right: Rapid burner 2.60kW
Front right: 1.70kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Steel effect controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

PV175N2
Black

PV164S2
Silver glass

8787

PV175S2PV175S2
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PV395LCN

90CM, CLASSIC, GAS ON GLASS CERAMIC HOB, BLACK

5 burners
Left: Ultra rapid burner 6.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.70 kW
Front centre: 1.70 kW
Rear right: Rapid burner 2.60 kW
Front right: 1.70 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

5MP1GOG
Set of 5 Linea controls for gas-on-glass hobs
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PV375CN PV364LCN

75CM, CLASSIC, GAS ON GLASS CERAMIC HOB, 
BLACK

65CM, CLASSIC, GAS ON GLASS 
CERAMIC HOB, BLACK

5 burners
Front left: 1.10 kW
Rear left: 1.70 kW
Central Ultra rapid burner: 4.20 kW
Rear right rapid burner: 2.60 kW
Front right: 1.10 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

5MP1GOG
Set of 5 Linea controls for gas-on-glass hobs

4 burners
Left rapid burner: 3.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.70 kW
Front centre: 1.10 kW
Right rapid burner: 2.60 kW

Reinforced Glass-on-steel base
Schott Ceran glass
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

5MP1GOG
Set of 5 Linea controls for gas-on-glass hobs
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PGF96 PS906-5

87CM, CLASSIC, ULTRA-LOW PROFILE, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL 90CM, CLASSIC, ULTRA-LOW PROFILE, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

6 burners
Front left: Ultra Rapid burner 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.05 kW 
Front centre: 1.05 kW 
Rear centre: 1.75 kW 
Front right: Ultra Rapid burner 4.20 kW 
Rear right: 1.75 kW 

S/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF hobs

5 burners
Left: Ultra rapid dual flame 3-way burner 5.00kW
Rear centre: Rapid burner 2.50kW
Front centre: 1.05kW
Rear right: Rapid burner 2.50kW
Front Right: 1.05kW

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF hobs
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PGF95-4

87CM, CLASSIC, ULTRA-LOW PROFILE, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

5 burners
Front left:1.75kW
Rear left:1.75kW
Centre: Ultra rapid burner 3.90kW
Rear right:1.75kW
Front right:1.05kW

St/steel ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF hobs
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PGF75-4 PGF64-4

72CM, CLASSIC, ULTRA-LOW PROFILE, GAS HOB, 
ST/STEEL

62CM, CLASSIC, ULTRA-LOW PROFILE, GAS HOB, 
ST/STEEL

4 burners
Left: Ultra rapid burner 3.90kW
Front centre: 1.05kW
Rear centre: 1.05kW 
Right: 2.50kW

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF hobs

5 burners
Front left: 1.05kW
Rear left: 1.75kW
Centre: Ultra rapid burner 3.90kW
Rear right : 1.75kW
Front right: 1.05kW

St/Steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF hobs
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PX375

73CM, CLASSIC, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

5 burners
Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: Rapid burner 2.60kW
Centre: Ultra rapid burner 4.00kW
Rear right: 1.80kW
Front right: 1.80kW

St/steel base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
6MP1PX3 
Set of 6 Linea controls for PX375 & PX364L hobs

PX364L

60CM, CLASSIC, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

4 burners in "diamond" configuration
Left: Ultra Rapid 3.50kW
Rear centre: 1.80kW
Front centre: 1.10kW
Right: Rapid burner 2.60kW

St/steel base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG 
 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
6MP1PX3 
Set of 6 Linea controls for PX375 & PX364L hobs
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5 burners in "diamond" configuration
Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: Rapid burner 2.60kW
Centre: Ultra-rapid dual flame 3-way burner 5.00kW
Rear right - 1.70kW
Front right - 1.70kW

St/steel base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

SE70SGH-5

69CM, CLASSIC, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

SE97GXBE5

90CM, CLASSIC, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

5 burners
Left: Ultra rapid dual flame 3 way burner 3.90kW
Rear centre: Rapid burner 3.10kW
Front centre: 1.10kW
Rear right: 1.70kW
Front right: 1.70kW

St/steel base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG
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SER60SGH3 SE60SGH3

60CM, CLASSIC, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL 60CM, CLASSIC, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

4 burners in "diamond" configuration
Left: Ultra Rapid burner 3.90kW
Rear centre: 1.70kW
Front centre: 1.10kW
Right: Rapid burner 2.60kW

St/steel base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

4 burners in "diamond" configuration
Left: Rapid burner 3.10kW
Rear centre: 1.70kW
Front centre: 1.10kW
Right: Rapid burner 2.60kW

St/steel base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG
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PGF30B PGF32G PGF30F

31CM, DOMINO, ULTRA-LOW 
PROFILE, BARBEQUE

31CM, DOMINO, ULTRA-LOW 
PROFILE, GAS HOB

31CM, DOMINO, ULTRA-LOW 
PROFILE, FRYER

PGF30F
NB: Depth of hob c.7.9cm

2 burners
Front:1.05kW
Rear: 2.50kW

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

LGPGF-1
Connecting strip

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF 
hobs

Removable Tank with cold zone 
and emulsion zone
Tank capacity: 3.6 litres

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Residual heat Indicator

Nominal power: 2.20kW
13 Amp power supply required

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

LGPGF-1
Connecting strip

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF 
hobs

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Cast iron griddle

Nominal power: 1.80kW
13 Amp power supply required

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

LGPGF-1
Connecting strip

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF 
hobs

NB: Please note that an extra deep worktop is required should these hobs be fitted directly above an oven.

Cut-out dimensions for multiple domino hobs installed with 
connecting strips
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PGF31G-1 PGF30T-1 PGF32I-1

31CM, DOMINO, ULTRA-LOW 
PROFILE, GAS HOB

31CM, DOMINO, ULTRA-LOW 
PROFILE,  TEPPANYAKI

31CM, CLASSIC, ULTRA-LOW 
PROFILE, INDUCTION HOB

2 "full power" induction zones
Front: Ø 145mm, 1.40kW - 
booster 2.20kW
Rear: Ø 210, 1.80kW- booster 
3.00kW

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Residual heat indicator

Nominal power: 3.60 kW
Supply can vary depending 
on usage, please consult a 
qualified electrician for ampere 
requirement 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

LGPGF-1
Connecting strip

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF 
hobs

1 Ultra rapid dual flame 3 way 
burner 5.20kW

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

LGPGF-1
Connecting strip

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF 
hobs

2 Independent temperature zones
Front: 1.40kW-1.80kW
Rear: 1.40kW-1.80kW

St/steel Ultra low profile base
St/steel controls
9 power levels
Residual heat Indicator

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

LGPGF-1
Connecting strip

6MP1PGF
Set of 6 Linea controls for PGF 
hobs
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5 burners
Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: Rapid burner 2.60kW
Centre: Ultra rapid burner 3.90kW
Rear right: 1.70kW
Front right: 1.70kW

St/steel base
Silver Cucina controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

SR275XGH2

69CM, CUCINA, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

SRV596GH5

89CM, CUCINA, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

5 burners
Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: Rapid burner 3.10kW
Centre: Ultra rapid burner dual flame 3 way burner 5.00kW
Rear right - 1.70kW
Front right: 1.70kW

St/steel base
"Contemporary" controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

6MPF2465X
Set of 6 "Cucina" silver controls
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SR264XGH2 S64SN S64S

60CM, CUCINA, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL 59CM, CUCINA, GAS HOB, BLACK 59CM, CUCINA, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

4 burners
Left: Ultra rapid burner 3.90kW
Rear centre: 1.70kW
Front centre: 1.10kW
Right: Rapid burner 2.60kW

St/steel base
Silver Cucina controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

4 burners
Front left: Rapid burner 3.10kW
Rear left: 1.80kW
Rear right: 1.80kW
Front right: 1.10kW

Coloured enamelled base
Black knobs
Enamelled pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

S64SN
S64S
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P272XGH

73CM, CUCINA, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

5 burners
Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: Rapid burner 2.60kW
Centre: Ultra rapid dual flame 3 way burner 4.20kW
Rear right: 1.70kW
Front right: 1.70kW

St/steel base
Silver Cucina controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG
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P261XGH P260XGH

60CM, CUCINA, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL 60CM, CUCINA, GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

4 burners in "diamond" configuration
Left: Ultra rapid burner 3.50kW
Rear centre: 1.70kW
Front centre: 1.10kW
Right: Rapid burner 2.60kW

St/steel base
Silver Cucina controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

4 burners in "diamond" configuration
Left: Rapid burner 3.10kW
Rear centre: 1.70kW
Front centre: 1.10kW
Right: Rapid burner 2.60kW

St/steel base
Silver Cucina controls
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black burner caps

Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG
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PM6912WLDR PM6912WLDX

90CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, MIXED FUEL HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE 
GLASS, BLACK, COPPER TRIM

90CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, MIXED FUEL HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE 
GLASS, BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

Left: 1 Ultra Rapid gas burner 6.00kW 
Heavy duty cast iron pan stand
Black Ceram burner coating 
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG 

4 "full power" induction zones
Rear centre: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW- booster 3.60kW
Front centre: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
The two zones in the centre can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW
Rear right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
Front right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
The two zones on the right can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW

Schott Ceran ceramic glass
9 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Residual time indicator
Options: Keep Warm, Pause, Simmering/Low temp, Melting
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and oveflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.40 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable 
for induction hobs

MIXED FUEL MIXED FUEL

PP
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PM6621WLDR

65CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, MIXED FUEL HOB, 
STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, BLACK, COPPER TRIM

Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: 3.10 kW 
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black Ceram burner coating 
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG 
 
2 "full power" induction zones
Rear right: Ø 180mm/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
Front right: Ø 180mm/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
The two zones on the right can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW

Schott Ceran ceramic glass
9 power levels
2 independent boosters (P)
Residual time indicators
Options: Keep Warm, Pause, Simmering/Low temp, Melting
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 3.70 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a 
qualified electrician for ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitablefor 
induction hobs

PM6721WLDX

75CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, MIXED FUEL HOB, 
STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: Ultra rapid burner 3.30 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black Ceram burner coating 
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG 
 
2 "full power" induction zones
Rear right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 
3.60kW
Front right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 
3.60kW
The two zones on the right can be combined to create 
one multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW

Schott Ceran ceramic glass
9 power levels
2 independent boosters (P)
Residual time indicator
Options: Keep Warm, Pause, Simmering/Low temp, 
Melting
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 3.70 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a 
qualified electrician for ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are 
suitable for induction hobs

PM6621WLDX
St/Steel Trim

PM6721WLDR
Copper Trim

MIXED FUEL MIXED FUEL
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PM3912WLD

90CM, CLASSIC, MIXED FUEL HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, 
BLACK

Left: Ultra rapid burner 6.00kW 
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black Ceram burner coating 
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG 
 
4 "full power" induction zones
Rear centre: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
Front centre: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
The two zones in the centre can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW 
Rear right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
Front right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
The two zones on the right can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW

Schott Ceran ceramic glass
9 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Residual time indicators
Options: Keep Warm, Pause, Simmering/Low temp, Melting
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.40 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable 
for induction hobs

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

5MP1GOG
Set of 5 Linea controls for gas-on-glass hobs

MIXED FUEL

NB: Available whilst stocks last. Replacement model PM3953D, 
see website for specification.
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PM3721WLD PM3621WLD

75CM, CLASSIC, MIXED FUEL HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE 
GLASS, BLACK

65CM, CLASSIC, MIXED FUEL HOB, 
STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, BLACK

Front left: 1.10kW 
Rear left: Ultra rapid burner 3.30kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black Ceram burner coating 
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG 
 
2 "full power" induction zones
Rear right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
Front right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – booster 
3.60kW
The two zones on the right can be combined to create 
one Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW

Schott Ceran ceramic glass
9 power levels
2 independent boosters (P)
Residual time indicators
Options: Keep Warm, Pause, Simmer/Low temp, Melting
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 3.70 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a 
qualified electrician for ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are 
suitable for induction hobs 
 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

5MP1GOG
Set of 5 Linea controls for gas-on-glass hobs

Front left: 1.10kW
Rear left: Rapid burner 3.10kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Black Ceram burner coating
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

2 "full power" induction zones
Rear right: Ø 180mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
Front right: Ø 180mm, 2.10kW – booster 3.60kW
The two zones on the right can be combined to create 
one Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW

Schott Ceran ceramic glass
9 power levels
2 independent boosters (P)
Residual time indicator
Options: Keep Warm, Pause, Simmering/Low temp, 
Melting
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 3.70 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult 
a qualified electrician for ampere requirement 

OPTION

5MP1GOG
Set of 5 Linea controls for gas-on-glass hobs

MIXED FUEL MIXED FUEL

NB: Available whilst stocks last. Replacement model 
PM3743D see website for specification.

NB: Available whilst stocks last. Replacement model 
PM3643D see website for specification.
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HOBD682R HOBD682D

80CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, INDUCTION HOB WITH INTEGRATED 
HOOD, STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, BLACK & COPPER TRIM

80CM, INDUCTION HOB WITH INTEGRATED HOOD, STRAIGHT 
EDGE GLASS, BLACK

4 "full power" induction zones
Front left: Ø 185/220mm, 2.1kW - booster 3.7kW
Rear left: Ø 185/220mm, 2.1kW - booster 3.7kW 
The two zones on the left can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.70kW
Rear right: Ø 185/220mm, 2.1kW - booster 3.7kW
Front right: Ø 185/220mm, 2.1kW - booster 3.7kW
The two zones on the right can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.70kW 

Schott ceramic glass
9 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Quick start
Options: Keep Warm, Pause, Simmering/Low temp, Melting
Auto vent infrared connection 
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone bridge option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection 
Smart Auto-pot recognition
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out 
 
Nominal power: 7.55kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement 
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable 
for induction hobs 

1 high performance motor, 220W
White LED touch display
8 speeds, plus 2 intensive
1 stainless steel grease filter (dishwasher safe)
Filter replacement indicator 
Auto vent infrared connection 
Completely flush cast iron vent
Brushless and Aquaproof Eco engine A++

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: B
Lighting efficiency class: N/A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

KITEHOBD
Vent kit  
 
KITF6HOBD
Recirculation kit containing ceramic filter, st/steel vent and flat 
channel duct

No. of speeds I II III IIII V VI

Extraction rate IEC 
61591 m³/h 145 155 200 270 300 340

Noise level IEC 
60704-2-13 dB(A) 42 46 49 55 58 59

No. of speeds VII VIII INT1 INT2

Extraction rate IEC 
61591 m³/h 420 500 620 710

Noise level IEC 
60704-2-13 dB(A) 64 66 74 78

HOB IN HOOD HOB IN HOOD
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SIM693WLDR

90CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, MULTIZONE INDUCTION HOB, 
STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, BLACK, COPPER TRIM

6 “full power” induction cooking zones
Front left – Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW, booster 3.60kW
Rear left – Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW, booster 3.60kW 
The two zones on the left can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW
Front centre - Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW, booster 3.60 kW
Rear centre – Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW, booster 3.60kW
The two zones in the centre can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW
Front right – Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW, booster 3.60kW
Rear right – Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW, booster 3.60kW
The two zones on the right can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, booster 3.60kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
6 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual heat/countdown 
cooking time 
Residual time indicators
Options: Keep Warm, Pause, Simmer/Low temp, Melting
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 10.80 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable 
for induction hobs

SIM693WLDX
St/steel Trim, 

P

SIM662WLDX

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, MULTIZONE 
INDUCTION HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, 
BLACK, ST/STEEL TRIM

4 "full power" induction zones
Front Left: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – 
booster 3.60kW
Rear left: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – 
booster 3.60kW
The two zones on the left can be combined 
to create one Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, 
booster 3.60kW
Rear right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW – 
booster 3.60kW
Front right: Ø 180/230mm, 2.10kW– 
booster 3.60kW
The two zones on the right can be combined 
to create one Multizone: Ø 230/385mm, 
booster 3.60kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual 
heat/countdown cooking time
Individual timers for each zone
Options: Keep Warm, Pause, Simmering/
Low temp, Melting
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan 
size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.20 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please 
consult a qualified electrician for ampere 
requirement 

SIM662WLDR
Copper Trim, 

SIM693WLDRSIM693WLDR
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SI964PM SI964XM

SI964NM

60CM, VICTORIA, INDUCTION HOB, CREAM FRAME 60CM, VICTORIA, INDUCTION HOB, ST/STEEL 
FRAME

60CM, VICTORIA, INDUCTION HOB, BLACK FRAME

4 "full power" induction zones
Front left: Ø 230mm, 2.3kW - booster 3.0kW
Rear left: Ø 160mm, 1.3kW - booster 1.4kW
Rear right: Ø 230mm, 2.3kW - booster 3.0kW
Front right: Ø 160mm, 1.3kW - booster 1.4kW 
 
Coloured enamelled base
Chrome controls
9 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual heat/ 
countdown cooking time
Quick start
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.40kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult 
a qualified electrician for ampere requirements 
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are 
suitable for induction hobs

P
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SI1F7955B SI2M7953DW

90CM, INTUITIVE SLIDER TOUCH CONTROL FLEXI4ZONE 
INDUCTION HOB, ANGELED EDGE GLASS ON FRONT, BLACK

90CM, INTUITVE SLIDER TOUCH CONTROL MULTIZONE 
INDUCTION HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, WHITE

P

5 “full power” induction zones
Front Left: Ø 220mm, 2.3kW – booster 3.2kW
Rear Left Ø 220mm, 2.3kW – booster 3.2kW 
The two zones on the left can be combined to create one 
Flexi4zone: Ø 214/459mm, booster 3.20kW
Centre: Ø 180/280mm, 1.80/2.8kW – booster 3.5/3.7kW
Front right: Ø 145mm, 1.4kW – booster 2.5kW
Rear right: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW – booster 3.2kW

Schott Ceran glass
14 power levels
5 independent boosters (P)
Individual timers for each zone
Auto-vent infrared connection 
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Flexi4zone with Flexi-heat
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 11.00kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement 
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable for 
induction hobs

NB: A selection of hoods in our range are available to work with
Auto-vent hobs.

5 “full power” induction zones
Front left: Ø 210mm,  2.3kW - booster 3.20kW 
Rear left: Ø 210mm,  2.3kW - booster 3.20kW 
The two zones on the left can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 195/392mm, booster 3.20kW
Central: Ø 180/280mm,  1.8/2.8kW - booster 3.5/3.7kW 
Front right: Ø 210mm,  2.3kW - booster 3.20kW 
Rear right: Ø 210mm,  2.3kW - booster 3.20kW 
The two zones on the right can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 195/392mm, booster 3.20kW

Schott Ceran glass
14 power levels
5 independent boosters (P)
Individual timers for each zone
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controsl with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.35kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement 
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable for 
induction hobs

FLEXI4ZONE & AUTO-VENT
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SI2M7953D SI5952B

90CM, INTUITVE SLIDER TOUCH CONTROL MULTIZONE 
INDUCTION HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, BLACK

90CM, TOUCH COUNTROL INDUCTION HOB, ANGLED EDGE 
GLASS, BLACK

P

5 "full power" induction zones
Front Left: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW – booster 3.2kW
Rear Left Ø 210mm, 2.3kW – booster 3.2kW 
The two zones on the left can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 195/392mm, booster 3.20kW
Centre: Ø 180/280mm, 1.80/2.8kW – booster 3.5/3.7kW
Front right: Ø 21 cm, 2.30 kW, 3.20 kW
Rear right: Ø 21 cm, 2.30 kW, 3.20 kW
The two zones on the right can be combined to create one 
Multizone: Ø 195/392mm, booster 3.20kW

Schott Ceran glass
14 power levels
5 independent boosters (P)
Individual timers for each zone
Auto-vent infrared connection 
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.35 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement 
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable for 
induction hobs

NB: A selection of hoods in our range are available to work with
Auto-vent hobs.

5 "full power" induction zones
Front left: Ø 145mm, 1.4kW – booster 2.2kW
Rear left: Ø 180mm, 1.85kW – booster 3.0kW
Centre: Ø 270mm, 3.0kW –booster 3.7kW
Rear right: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW – booster 3.7kW
Front right: Ø 145mm, 1.4kW – booster 2.2kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
5 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual heat/ countdown 
cooking time
Individual timers for each zone
Options: Keep Warm, Simmering/Low temp, Melting
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.40 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable for 
induction hobs

AUTO-VENT
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SIH7933B SI3842B

90CM, INTUITVE SLIDER TOUCH CONTROL INDUCTION HOB, 
ANGELED EDGE GLASS ON FRONT, BLACK

77CM, TOUCH CONTROL INDUCTION HOB, ANGLED EDGE 
GLASS, BLACK

P

3 "full power" induction zones
Front left: Ø 210mm, 2.30kW- booster 3.20kW
Centre: Ø 210mm, 2.30kW- booster 3.20kW
Front left: Ø 210mm, 2.30kW- booster 3.20kW

Schott Ceran glass
14 power levels
3 independent booster (P)
Individual timers for each zone 
Auto-vent infrared connection  
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Slider touch controls with quick level selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 6.80 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement 
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable for 
induction hobs

NB: A selection of hoods in our range are available to work with
Auto-vent hobs.

4 "full power" induction zones
Front left: Ø 280mm, 2.60kW-  booster 3.70kW
Rear left: Ø 145mm,1.4kW- booster 2.2kW
Rear right: Ø 180mm, 1.80kW- booster 3.00kW
Front right: Ø 180mm, 1.80kW- booster 3.00kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual heat/ countdown 
cooking time
Individual timers for each zone
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.40 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base are suitable for 
induction hobs

AUTO-VENT
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SI2M7643DW SI2M7643B

60CM, INTUITIVE SLIDER TOUCH CONTROL 
INDUCTION HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, 
WHITE

60CM, INTUITIVE SLIDER TOUCH CONTROL 
INDUCTION HOB, ANGELED EDGE GLASS 
ON FRONT, BLACK

4 "full power" induction zones
Front left: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW - booster 
3.2kW
Rear left: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW - booster 
3.2kW 
The two zones on the left can be combined 
to create one Multizone: Ø 195/392mm, 
booster 3.20kW
Front right: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW - booster 
3.2kW
Rear right: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW - booster 
3.2kW
The two zones on the right can be 
combined to create one Multizone: Ø 
195/392mm, booster 3.20kW

Schott Ceran glass
14 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Individual timers for each zone
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level 
selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan 
size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.20kW 
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement 
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) 
base are suitable for induction hobs

4 "full power" induction zones
Front left: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW – booster 
3.2kW
Rear left Ø 210mm, 2.3kW – booster 
3.2kW
The two zones on the left can be combined 
to create one Multizone: Ø 195/392mm, 
booster 3.20kW
Front right: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW – booster 
3.2kW
Rear right: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW – booster 
3.2kW
The two zones on the right can be 
combined to create one Multizone: Ø 
195/392mm, booster 3.20kW

Schott Ceran glass
14 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Individual timers for each zone
Auto-vent infrared connection 
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Multizone option
Slider touch controls with quick level 
selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan 
size
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.20 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement 
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) 
base are suitable for induction hobs

NB: A selection of hoods in our range are 
available to work with Auto-vent hobs.

AUTO-VENT
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SI4642B SI2641D SI5322B

60CM, TOUCH CONTROL INDUCTION 
HOB, ANGLED EDGE GLASS, BLACK

60CM, TOUCH CONTROL INDUCTION 
HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, BLACK

30CM, TOUCH CONTROL INDUCTION 
HOB, ANGLED EDGE GLASS, BLACK

2 "full power" induction zones
Front: Ø 160mm, 1.3kW – booster 1.4kW
Rear: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW – booster 3.0kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
2 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual 
heat/ countdown cooking time
Individual timers for each zone
Quick start
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan 
size
Auto-stop when no pan
Overheating protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 3.60 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) 
base are suitable for induction hobs

4 "full power" induction zones
Front left: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW - booster 
3.0kW
Rear left: Ø 160mm, 1.85kW - booster 
2.1kW
Rear right: Ø 210mm, 2.3kW - booster 
3.0kW
Front right: Ø 160mm, 1.85kW - booster 
2.1kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual 
heat/ countdown cooking time
Individual timers for each zone
Options: Keep Warm, Pause
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Compact Slider control with quick level 
selection
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan size
Permanent auto pot detection min Ø 7cm
Overheating protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.4kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please 
consult a qualified electrician for ampere 
requirement 
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) base 
are suitable for induction hobs

4 "full power" induction zones
Front left: Ø 210mm, 1.85kW - booster 
2.1 kW
Rear left: Ø 150mm, 1.4kW - booster 
1.6 kW
Rear right: Ø 210mm, 1.85kW - booster 
2.1 kW
Front right: Ø 150mm, 1.4kW - booster 
1.6 kW

Ceramic glass
9 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual 
heat/ countdown cooking time
Individual timers for each zone
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Digi touch control 
Auto pan recognition & adjustment to pan 
size
Auto-stop when no pan
Overheating protection system
Protection against accidental start up
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 7.20 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
ampere requirement  
 
NB: Only pans with a ferrous (magnetic) 
base are suitable for induction hobs

SI4642D
 Straight edge glass
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SE395ETB

90CM, TOUCH CONTROL CERAMIC HOB, ANGLED EDGE 
GLASS, BLACK

5 high-light radiant zones
Front left dual zone: Ø124/184mm, 0.80/2.00 kW
Rear left: Ø148mm, 1.20 kW
Centre: Ø150/216/288mm, 1.05/1.95/2.70kW
Rear right: Ø199mm, 2.00kW
Front right: Ø148mm, 1.20 kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
5 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual heat/ countdown 
cooking time
Individual timers for each zone
Quick start
Keep Warm
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Overheating protection system
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 9.10 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement 

117117
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P kW ECO
logic

SE385EMTB

77CM, TOUCH CONTROL CERAMIC HOB, ANGLED EDGE 
GLASS, BLACK

5 high-light radiant zones
Front left zone: Ø184mm, 1.80 kW
Rear left: Ø148mm, 1.20 kW
Centre: Ø170/265mm, 1.40/2.20kW
Rear right dual zone: Ø148/214mm, 1.00/2.20kW
Front right: Ø148mm, 1.20 kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
5 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual heat/ countdown 
cooking time
Individual timers for each zone
Quick start
Keep Warm
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Overheating protection system
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 8.60 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified 
electrician for ampere requirement

P kW ECO
logic
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SE364TD

60CM, TOUCH CONTROL CERAMIC HOB, 
STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, BLACK

4 high-light radiant zones
Front left: Ø184mm, 1.80 kW
Rear left: Ø148mm, 1.20 kW
Rear right: Ø184mm, 1.80 kW
Front right: Ø148mm, 1.20 kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
4 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual 
heat/ countdown cooking time
Individual timers for each zone
Quick start
Keep Warm
End of cooking acoustic alarm
Overheating protection system
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 6.00 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
amphere requirement

SE364TDM SE332EB

60CM, CUCINA CONTROL, CERAMIC 
HOB, STRAIGHT EDGE GLASS, BLACK

30CM, TOUCH CONTROL CERAMIC HOB, 
ANGLED EDGE GLASS, BLACK

4 high-light radiant zones
Front left: Ø184mm, 1.80 kW
Rear left: Ø148mm, 1.20 kW
Rear right: Ø184mm, 1.80 kW
Front right: Ø148mm, 1.20 kW

Schott Ceran glass
Silver Cucina controls
6 power levels
Residual heat indicator
Overheating protection system
Automatic safety cut-out_

Nominal power: 6.00 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, 
please consult a qualified electrician for 
amphere requirement

2 high-light radiant zones
Front centre: Ø148mm, 1.20 kW
Rear centre: Ø124/184mm, 
0.7/1.70 kW

Schott Ceran glass
9 power levels
2 independent boosters (P)
Visual display to show power level/ residual 
heat/ countdown cooking time
Quick start
Keep Warm
Overheating protection system
Overheating and overflow protection system
Child safety lock, Automatic safety cut-out

Nominal power: 2.9kW
13 Amp power supply required



Hoods play an important role in the Hoods play an important role in the 

kitchen, both aesthetic and functional. kitchen, both aesthetic and functional. 

Designed to offer the best combination of Designed to offer the best combination of 

style and functionality, Smeg hoods reflect style and functionality, Smeg hoods reflect 

the elegance of all Smeg aesthetic lines.the elegance of all Smeg aesthetic lines.

HOODS HOODS 
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Smeg hoods are available in a variety of finishes and styles, from the colourful 50’s Retro hoods to the Smeg hoods are available in a variety of finishes and styles, from the colourful 50’s Retro hoods to the 
elegant and ergonomic Classic style, designed to co-ordinate with your Smeg oven and hob and make elegant and ergonomic Classic style, designed to co-ordinate with your Smeg oven and hob and make 
a real style statement in the kitchen. a real style statement in the kitchen. 

UNIQUE STYLESUNIQUE STYLES

DOLCE STIL NOVO DOLCE STIL NOVO LINEA LINEA 

122122

VICTORIA VICTORIA 

RETRO RETRO CLASSIC CLASSIC UNIVERSAL UNIVERSAL 
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The Smeg hood range includes chimney, island, integrated hoods and downdraft extractors, providing The Smeg hood range includes chimney, island, integrated hoods and downdraft extractors, providing 
an array of options to choose from depending on your kitchen design and requirements. an array of options to choose from depending on your kitchen design and requirements. 

VERSATILE RANGEVERSATILE RANGE

CHIMNEYCHIMNEY ISLANDISLAND

INTEGRATED  INTEGRATED  DOWNDRAFTDOWNDRAFT
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The Smeg range includes a number of hoods which can improve your time within the kitchen, with The Smeg range includes a number of hoods which can improve your time within the kitchen, with 
helpful features and clever technology. helpful features and clever technology. 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGYADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

124124

AUTO-VENTAUTO-VENT

Smart Infrared technology Smart Infrared technology has been used to has been used to 

connect hobs and hoods with connect hobs and hoods with Auto-ventAuto-vent so that  so that 

they work seamlessly together.they work seamlessly together.

Once cooking begins, Once cooking begins, the fan speed of the hood the fan speed of the hood 

automatically adjustsautomatically adjusts according to the temperature  according to the temperature 

and power selected on the hob. The hood will and power selected on the hob. The hood will 

continue to automatically regulate the fan speed continue to automatically regulate the fan speed 

as required, depending on the cooking activities.as required, depending on the cooking activities.

A selection of induction hobs in the Smeg range A selection of induction hobs in the Smeg range 

work with Auto-vent hoods.work with Auto-vent hoods.

DOMINO HOODDOMINO HOOD

The The KDH12WLDKDH12WLD domino hood can be installed  domino hood can be installed 

between two domino hobsbetween two domino hobs or alternatively can be  or alternatively can be 

placed at the end of a larger hob depending on its placed at the end of a larger hob depending on its 

size. Once cooking begins, the fumes are size. Once cooking begins, the fumes are drawn drawn 

direcly from the cookware down into the hooddirecly from the cookware down into the hood. . 

It can be placed between It can be placed between gas, induction or mixed gas, induction or mixed 

fuelfuel hobs within the range providing great flexibility. hobs within the range providing great flexibility.
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At the design stage, attention to detail in terms of style is combined with technical development which 
ensures that Smeg hoods will operate as quietly as possible, whilst achieving excellent extraction 
performances.

Smeg hoods can operate in either a ducted or recirculation mode. The best extraction performance is 
achieved in the ducted mode, the preferred choice wherever possible. If however, you have further than 
3mts to get to an outside wall then it is recommended to recirculate instead.

DUCTED HOOD  
Extracts the cooking fumes 
and expels them outside, 
using a vent kit (available as 
an accessory). The diameter 
of the ducting hose should 
match the vent outlet of the 
hood.

Further information on vent 
kits can be found in the 
Glossary section.

RECIRCULATED HOOD  
Extracts the cooking fumes 
and passes them through 
ac t ive charcoal  f i l te r s 
(available as an accessory), 
recirculating the cleaned air 
back into the room.

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

TURBO FUNCTION
Intensive/Turbo setting is 
available when extra fast 
extraction is required.

AUTOMATIC SWITCH-OFF
A special setting switches 
off both the extraction and 
the lights, after a predefined 
time, during which the hood 
keeps on puritying the air 
until it turns off automatically. 

WARNING LIGHTS
Warning lights let you know 
when fil ters need to be 
changed.
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All Smeg hoods now include energy efficient LED lights. These lights are long lasting,
save money and perfectly illuminate the work surface below. They can be switched on
regardless of the fans, and used simply to create ambience lighting in the kitchen. 

A large number of hoods in the range have an energy efficiency class of A+.
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KSVV90NRA KSVV90NX

90CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, BLACK GLASS 
& COPPER TRIM

90CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, BLACK GLASS 
& ST/STEEL TRIM

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 345 460 600 770

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 48 55 61 68

1 high performance motor, 280 W
Touch controls
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus Intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
2 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Charcoal filters included
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 283 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 550mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 600mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit : SP150FLAT
Aesthetic chimney extension: KITCMNDSBL

KSVV90NRAKSVV90NRA
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KSDD90VN-2

90CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, ISLAND DOWNDRAFT HOOD, ST/STEEL & 
BLACK GLASS

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 230 322 500 730

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 42 50 59 66

1 high performance motor, 285 W
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus Intensive
1 x 6 W strip LED lights
2 St/steel grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Remote control included 
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 292 W

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: G
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLTDSN90
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
Frame kit black glass or st/steel (top piece of glass) for flush installation:
KITKDSNBG  
Frame kit black glass with Copper trim (top piece of glass) for flat 
installation: KITKDSNRA 
Frame kit black glass with Steel trim (top piece of glass) for flat 
installation: KITKDSNX 

DOWNDRAFT
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KSG74B KSG52B

72CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO INTEGRATED HOOD, ST/STEEL & WHITE 
GLASS

52CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO INTEGRATED HOOD, ST/STEEL & WHITE 
GLASS

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 280 367 480 700

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 48 55 61 68

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 260 350 460 630

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 49 57 64 70

1 high performance motor, 235 W
Electronic controls
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus Intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal Power: 238 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLTGA90
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT 
Remote control: RCGA

1 high performance motor, 235 W
Electronic controls
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus Intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal Power: 238 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLTGA60
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT 
Remote control: RCGA
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KT110BLE KTR110XE

110CM, VICTORIA, CHIMNEY HOOD, BLACK 110CM, VICTORIA, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 326 439 554 784

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 49 57 63 71

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive (10 min)
2 x 1W LED lights
4 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 278 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

KT110PE

110CM, VICTORIA, CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS CREAM
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KT100PE KTR90XE

100CM, VICTORIA, CHIMNEY HOOD, CREAM 90CM, VICTORIA, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 334 424 606 787

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 51 58 64 73

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 334 439 567 788

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 49 57 61 69

1 high performance motor, 275 W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus Intensive
2 x 2W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 275 W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus Intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 278 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

KT100BLE
Black

KT90PE
Gloss Cream

KT90BLE
Gloss Black
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KS905SXE2 KS605SXE2

90CM, LINEA, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL & SILVER GLASS 60CM, LINEA, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL & SILVER GLASS

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 320 401 564 767

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 50 61 65 73

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 303 401 530 777

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 50 61 63 70

1 high performance motor, 275 W
Touch controls
3 speeds, plus Intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 278 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC906
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 275 W
Touch controls
3 speeds, plus Intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 278 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC906
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KCV9NE2

90CM, LINEA, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL & BLACK GLASS

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 218 322 600 734

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 42 63 65 70

1 high performance motor, 275 W
Touch controls
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus Intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
1 st/steel grease filter (dishwasher safe)
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 278 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 467mm 
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 467mm 

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: G
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC906 
Filter/recirculation kit: KITFTS
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KCV80SE2 KCV60NE2

80CM, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, SILVER GLASS 60CM, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, BLACK GLASS

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 310 420 580 720

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 52 56 62 65

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 310 420 580 720

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 52 56 62 65

1 high performance motor, 270W
Touch controls
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus intensive 
2 x 1W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 272 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 450mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 450mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: F
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC152
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 270 W
Touch controls
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds plus Intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 272 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 450mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 450mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: F
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC152
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

KCV80
KCV60

KCV80NE2
Black

KCV60SE2
Silver Glass
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NB: Available whilst stocks last.  
Replacement model KV28N/S,
see website for specification.

NB: Available whilst stocks last. Replacement model KV26N/S,
see website for specification.

KFAB75BL KFAB75CR

75CM, 50'S RETO STYLE, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, BLACK 75CM, 50'S RETO STYLE, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, CREAM

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 333 477 649 797

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 50 59 67 72

RECIRCULATION MODE ONLY
1 high performance motor, 275W
Electronic buttons
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Charcoal filters included
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Remote control included 
Nominal power: 282W
Cover slides up when in use
Coordinates well with 50’s Retro style

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: E
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLTSI

Chimney extension kits can be purchased for 
aesthetic reasons only.

Aesthetic chimney extension kit for KFAB75BL:
KITCMNFABBL
Aesthetic chimney extension kit for KFAB75CR:
KITCMNFABCR

75CM, 50’S RETO STYLE, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, UNION JACK

KFAB75UJ

NB: Technical drawing without chimney extension

NB: Available whilst stocks last

NB: Technical drawing with chimney extension
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KD150HXE KD120HXE

150CM, OPERA, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL 120CM, OPERA, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 292 415 626 787

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 49 58 67 72

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 287 389 606 777

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 49 58 67 73

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
4 x 1W LED lights
5 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 279W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive (10 min)
4 x 4W LED lights 
4 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 179 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KD100HXE KD90HXE

100CM, OPERA, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL 90CM, OPERA, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 297 431 639 792

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 49 58 67 72

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 288 421 630 781

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 48 63 67 72

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 275 W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

KD100HNE
gloss black
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KS110BLE KS110XE

110CM, "SYMPHONY" CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS BLACK 110CM, "SYMPHONY" CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 295 395 513 702

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 51 58 64 72

1 high performance motor, 275W
Electronic controls
Automatic switch off (10 minute timer) for each speed
3 speeds, plus intensive (10 min)
2 x 1W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 278 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT4
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KICT90BL

90CM, CHIMNEY HOOD WITH AUTO-VENT, ST/STEEL & BLACK GLASS

AUTO-VENT

Infrared technology is used to connect 
hobs and hoods with Auto-vent so 
that they work seamlessly together.   
Once cooking begins, the fan speed of the 
hood automatically adjusts according to the 
temperature and power selected on the hob.   
The hood will continue to automatically 
regulate the fan speed as required, 
depending on the cooking activities.   

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 300 420 580 700

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 52 59 66 69

1 high performance motor, 270W
Touch controls
Auto-vent
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 272 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC161
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

NB: A selection of induction hobs in our range are available to work with 
Auto-vent hoods.

AUTO-VENT
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KBT1200XE KBT900XE

120CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL 90CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 265 360 480 713

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 46 54 62 71

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 265 360 480 713

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 47 55 62 72

1 high performance motor 230W
Electronic buttons
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1.3W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 230W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFCKBT
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor 233W
Electronic buttons
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1.3W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 230W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFCKBT
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KBT700XE KBT600XE

70CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL 60CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 265 360 480 713

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 46 54 62 71

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 265 360 480 713

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 46 54 62 71

1 high performance motor 230W
Electronic buttons
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1.3W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 230W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFCKBT
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor 230W
Electronic buttons
3 speeds plus, intensive
2 x 1.3W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 230W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFCKBT
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KICV90BL

90CM, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD WITH AUTO-VENT, BLACK

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 310 420 580 720

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 52 56 62 65

1 high performance motor, 270W
Touch controls
Auto-vent
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus intensive 
2 x 1W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 272 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 450mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 450mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: F
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC152
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT 
 
NB: A selection of induction hobs in our range are available to work with 
Auto-vent hoods.

AUTO-VENT
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KFV92DE KFV62DE

90CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL & CLEAR GLASS 60CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL & CLEAR GLASS

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 290 400 560

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 52 59 67

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 290 400 560

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 52 59 67

1 high performance motor, 270 W
Push button controls 
3 speeds
2 x 1W LED lights
1 aluminium grease filter
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 272 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC161
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 270W
Push button controls 
3 speeds
2 x 1W LED lights
1 aluminium grease filter
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 272W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC161
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KSED95NEE KSED75XE

90CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, BLACK 70CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 328 420 588

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 50 57 65

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 351 420 635

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 53 57 67

1 high performance motor, 200W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 1W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 202 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
 

1 high performance motor, 200W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 1W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 202 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

KSED95XE
St/steel
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KSED65XE KSED65PE

60CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL 60CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS CREAM

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 351 420 635

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 53 57 67

1 high performance motor, 200W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 1W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 202 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

KSED65NEE

60CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, BLACK

KSED65BE

60CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, WHITE
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KD91XE2 KD61XE2

90CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL 60CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 280 420 580

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 54 62 70

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 280 420 580

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 54 62 70

1 high performance motor, 140W
Push button controls 
3 speeds
2 x 4W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 148W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: D
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class C

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC155
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 140W
Push button controls 
3 speeds
2 x 4W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 148W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: D
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class C

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC155
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

KD91XE2
KD61XE2
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KI120XE KI90XE

120CM, ISLAND HOOD, ST/STEEL 90CM, ISLAND HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 316 385 529 783

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 48 59 62 70

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 311 385 533 740

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 49 59 63 71

1 high performance motor, 275 W
Push button controls
3 speeds, plus Intensive
4 x 1W LED lights
4 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 279W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 275 W
Push button controls
3 speeds, plus Intensive
4 x 1W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 279 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KEIV90E KI90CE

90CM, ISLAND HOOD, GLASS & ST/STEEL 90CM, ISLAND HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 300 400 560 700

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 56 60 66 70

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 239 410 578

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 40 57 63

1 high performance motor, 270 W
Electronic controls
3 speeds, plus Intensive
4 x 1W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 274 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC161
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 200 W
Electronic controls
3 speeds
4 x 1W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 205 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KDD90VXNE KDD60VXE-2

90CM, ISLAND DOWNDRAFT HOOD, ST/STEEL & BLACK GLASS 60CM, ISLAND DOWNDRAFT HOOD, ST/STEEL & BLACK GLASS

No. of speeds I II III IV INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 160 290 350 430 700

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 40 53 54 60 70

No. of speeds I II III IV INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 135 230 295 375 570

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 44 52 57 62 71

1 high performance motor, 270W
Touch controls
Perimeter extraction
4 speeds, plus intensive
1 x 7W LED light
2 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277W

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFCDD
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
Remote blower: KITRBDD
Remote control: RCKF2

1 high performance motor, 270W
Touch controls
Perimeter extraction
4 speeds, plus intensive
1 x 7W LED light
2 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277W

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: C
Grease filtering efficiency class: E
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFCDD60
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
Remote control: RCKF2

KDD90VXSE
St/steel & silver glass

KDD90VXBE
St/steel & White glass

DOWNDRAFT DOWNDRAFT
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KDH12WLD

12CM, DOWNDRAFT DOMINO HOOD, BLACK

1 high performance motor, 145W
Touch controls
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus intensive
1 st/steel grease filter (dishwasher safe)
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Nominal power: 145W

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Standard charcoal filter: CFKDH12STD 
Recirculation kit inc high performance regenerating 
anti-odour ceramic filter and magnetic st/st vent: 
CFKDH12HP
Replacement high performance regenerating  
anit-odour ceramic filter: FLTKDH
Metallic vent kit to fit with standard charcoal filter: 
GRIDKDH12 
St/st gas flame guard for use when installed with 
gas hob: FLMSTPKDH12

DOWNDRAFT DOMINO HOOD

This slimline domino hood can be installed 
between two domino hobs or alternatively 
can be placed at the end of a larger hob 
depending on its size. Once installed into the 
worktop, the hood flap automatically opens 
ready for use. Fumes are drawn directly from 
the cookware down into the hood quickly and 
efficiently. It can be placed between gas, 
induction of mixed fuel hobs within the DSN 
range.

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 370 420 470 550

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 62 66 69 72

DOWNDRAFT
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KDH12WLDKDH12WLD
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KSCB90XE KSEG78PXE

90CM, CEILING HOOD, ST/STEEL 77CM, CANOPY HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 232 428 589 792

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 47 58 69 72

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 261 436 606 683

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 46 58 65 68

1 high performance motor, 275W
Electronic buttons
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus intensive
4 x 1W LED lights
2 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Internal re-circulation possible
Remote control included 
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 280W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: F
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 275 W
Electronic buttons
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus Intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: E
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT4
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

KSEG78
KSEG58

KSEG58PXE
54cm, St/steel

CEILING
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KSG70E KI52E2

73CM, CANOPY HOOD, SILVER 52CM, CANOPY HOOD, SILVER

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 125 155 224

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 45 47 54

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 185 240 300

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 61 63 67

1 high performance motor, 75W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 3W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 120 mm
Nominal power: 81W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class E
Grease filtering efficiency class: E
Lighting efficiency class D

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC62
Simple vent kit: SP215
Comprehensive vent kit: SP217

1 high performance motor, 125W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 4W LED lights
1 integrated grease filter 
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 133W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class E
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class D

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC6191
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
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KSET900XE KSET86LXE2

90CM, TELESCOPIC HOOD, ST/ STEEL FRONT PANEL 86CM, SLIDE AWAY TELESCOPIC HOOD, ST/STEEL

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 240 368 581

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 44 54 65

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 102 135 257

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 46 52 64

1 high performance motor, 175W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 3W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 215 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: C
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class E

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC500
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT

1 high performance motor, 115W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 2.5 LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 120 mm
Nominal power: 120W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 500mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class E
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC300
Simple vent kit: SP215
Comprehensive vent kit: SP217

KSET900XE
KSET600XE

KSET600XE
60cm, st/steel front panel

KSET56LXE2
54cm, st/steel

KSET86LXE2

KSET56LXE2
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KICGR52X KSEI62E2

54CM, INTEGRATED HOOD WITH AUTO-VENT, ST/STEEL 60CM, INTEGRATED HOOD, SILVER

No. of speeds I II III INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591 
m³/h 300 450 600 680

Noise level IEC 60704-2-
13 dB(A) 57 67 71 73

No. of speeds I II III

Extraction rate IEC 61591 m³/h 130 180 250

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13 
dB(A) 47 53 61

1 high performance motor, 270W
Electronic buttons
Auto-vent
Perimeter extraction
3 speeds, plus intensive 
2 x 1W LED lights
1 aluminium grease filter
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 272 W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 550mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC152
Simple vent kit: SP150
Comprehensive vent kit: SP150FLAT
Remote control RCKF2 
 
NB: A selection of induction hobs in our range are available to work with 
Auto-vent hoods.

1 high performance motor, 115W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 4W LED lights
1 integrated grease filter 
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 120 mm
Nominal power: 123W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class E
Grease filtering efficiency class: G
Lighting efficiency class E

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: KITFC31
Simple vent kit: SP215
Comprehensive vent kit: SP217

AUTO-VENT
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Integrated fridge freezers are designed Integrated fridge freezers are designed 

to be fitted into your kitchen furniture for to be fitted into your kitchen furniture for 

a seamless look, and are available in a a seamless look, and are available in a 

variety of sizes, split types, and storage variety of sizes, split types, and storage 

solutions to give you plenty of room for solutions to give you plenty of room for 

stocking up on your favourite fresh & frozen stocking up on your favourite fresh & frozen 

foods.foods.
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REFRIGERATORREFRIGERATOR FREEZERFREEZER COMBINATIONCOMBINATION

All the features of built-in models (excluding some wine coolers) remain concealed behind the kitchen All the features of built-in models (excluding some wine coolers) remain concealed behind the kitchen 
furniture for a minimalist appearance. A variety of refrigerators, freezers, and combinations are available furniture for a minimalist appearance. A variety of refrigerators, freezers, and combinations are available 
in different sizes and splits. in different sizes and splits. 

SMEG REFRIGERATIONSMEG REFRIGERATION
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SPECIAL FEATURES

COMPLETELY NO FROST
In No Frost appliances 
forced air is circulated 
though the f r idge and 
freezer sections separately 
u s i ng  2  evapo ra to r s , 
preventing ice forming on 
the sides, and meaning that 
you don’t have to manually 
defrost.
No Frost products have the 
most energy efficient frost 
prevention system as energy 
is not wasted unnecessarily.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
T h e  ma j o r  d r i v e  f o r 
innovation has made i t 
possible for some models 
to achieve energy efficiency 
with an A++ rating. 

POWER SAVING MODE
Particularly useful in cases 
of prolonged absence from 
home such as holidays, 
the power saving mode 
allows you to disable the 
refrigerator and keep the 
freezer working which saves 
electricity. 

FAST FREEZING
This option is particularly 
useful when you want to 
freeze a large quantity of 
fresh food. Activating the 
fast freeze function a couple 
of hours before introducing 
the fresh food, the freezer 
gets ready to work on 
full power, bringing the 
temperature right down.

AUTOMATIC DEFROST 
This system is a time saving 
dev ice  t ha t  work s  by 
automatically defrosting at 
regular intervals eradicating 
t h e  n e e d  t o  d e f r o s t 
altogether. 
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The ideal solution for customers who require the storage space of an American side by side refrigerator 
but prefer the minimalistic effect of built-in appliances hidden behind doors.

maximum storage 

FLAME RETARDANT 
BACKING 

All current Smeg refrigerators 
are manufactured  with 
e i t he r  a  me ta l  f l ame 
retardant back or aluminium 
foil covered flame retardant 
back. 



DISPLAY
LCD
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UKS7220FNDP1 UKS7323LFEP1

IN COLUMN FREEZER IN COLUMN LARDER REFRIGERATOR

Gross capacity: 314 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Sliding rail fitting
Noise level: 34 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
Fresh food capacity: 310 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
5 adjustable glass shelves
1 fruit and vegetable drawer with sliding rails 
Comprehensive door storage

Annual energy consumption: 143 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

Gross capacity: 216 litres
Touch control LCD display
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Sliding rail fitting
Noise level: 39dB(A) re 1 pW

FREEZER:
Frozen food capacity: 208 litres
2 compartments with transparent flaps
5 drawers
Fast freezing function
Completely No-Frost

Annual energy consumption: 303 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 20kg/24h
Thaw time: 24 hrs

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

NO FROST

MAXIMUM STORAGE

These two products can be installed as single 
independent units or housed side by side, the 
ideal solution for those who require the storage 
space of an american side by side refrigerator 
but prefer the minimalist effect of built in 
appliances hidden behind doors.

UKS7220FNDP1UKS7220FNDP1
UKS7323LFEP1UKS7323LFEP1

161161



DISPLAY
LCD
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UKC7280NLD2P1

IN COLUMN COMBINED REFRIGERATOR 
FREEZER

Gross capacity: 273 litres
Touch control LCD display
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Sliding rail fitting
Noise level: 39 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
Fresh food capacity: 192 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
3 adjustable glass shelves 
Low temperature compartment
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

FREEZER:
Frozen food capacity: 63 litres
3 drawers
Completely No-Frost

Annual energy consumption: 228 KWh/year
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 10 Kg/24h
Thaw time: 21 hrs

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

NO FROST

UKC7280NEP1 UKC7172NP1

IN COLUMN COMBINED REFRIGERATOR-
FREEZER

IN COLUMN COMBINED REFRIGERATOR-
FREEZER

Gross capacity: 264 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Sliding rail fitting
Noise level: 39 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
Fresh food capacity: 154 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

FREEZER:
Frozen food capacity: 87 litres
4 drawers
Fast freezing function
Completely No-Frost

Annual energy consumption: 304 KWh/year
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 4kg/24h
Thaw time: 16 hrs

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

Gross capacity: 273 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Sliding rail fitting
Noise level: 39 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
Fresh food capacity: 200 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
4 adjustable glass shelves
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

FREEZER:
Frozen food capacity: 63 litres
3 drawers
Completely No-Frost 

Annual energy consumption: 291 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 4kg/24h
Thaw time: 13 hrs

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

NO FROST NO FROST

36
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UKC3170P1

IN COLUMN COMBINED REFRIGERATOR-
FREEZER

Gross capacity: 269 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Sliding rail fitting
Noise level: 36 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
Fresh food capacity: 160 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

FREEZER:
Frozen food capacity: 106 litres
4 drawers

Annual energy consumption: 293 KWh/year
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 4kg/24h
Thaw time: 22 hrs

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

36

UKC7280FP1

IN COLUMN COMBINED REFRIGERATOR-
FREEZER

Gross capacity: 272 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Sliding rail fitting
Noise level: 36 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
Fresh food capacity: 196 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
4 adjustable glass shelves
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

FREEZER:
Frozen food capacity: 72 litres
3 drawers

Annual energy consumption: 291 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 4kg/24h
Thaw time: 22 hrs

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil
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S7192CS2P1 UKS3C090P1

IN COLUMN REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE BOX IN COLUMN REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE BOX

Gross capacity: 125 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Sliding rail fitting
Noise level: 38 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
Fresh food capacity: 112 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fruit and vegetable drawer
Comprehensive door storage

ICE BOX:
Frozen food capacity: 14 litres

Annual energy consumption: 187 KWh/year
Climatic class: SN-ST
Freezing capacity: 2 Kg/24h
Thaw time: 12 hrs

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

Gross capacity: 192 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Sliding rail fitting
Noise level: 35 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
fresh food capacity: 173 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
3 adjustable glass shelves
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

ICE BOX:
Frozen food capacity: 14 litres

Annual energy consumption: 174 KWh/year
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 2 Kg/24h
Thaw time: 12 hrs

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

38 37 38
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UKUD7122CSP UKUD7140LSP UKUD7108FSEP

UNDERWORKTOP REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE 
BOX

UNDERWORKTOP LARDER REFRIGERATOR UNDERWORKTOP FREEZER

UKUD7122CSP
UKUD7140LSP
UKUD7108FSEP

Gross capacity: 136 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Door-on-door hinge
Noise level: 37 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
Fresh food capacity: 133 litres
LED interior lighting
3 adjustable glass shelves
1 fruit and vegetable compartment 
Comprehensive door storage

Annual energy consumption: 117 KWh/year
Climatic class: SN-T

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

Gross capacity: 105 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Door on door hinge
Noise level: 38 dB(A) re 1 pW

FREEZER:
Frozen food capacity: 98 litres
4 drawers
Fast freezing function

Annual energy consumption: 189 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 18kg/24h
Thaw time: 21 hrs

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil

Gross capacity: 111 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Door-on-door hinge
Noise level: 38 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:
Fresh food capacity: 93 litres
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fruit and vegetable drawer
Comprehensive door storage 
 
ICE BOX:
Frozen food capacity: 16 litres

Annual energy consumption: 172 KWh/year
Climatic class: SN-ST
Freezing capacity: 2.5kg/h
Thaw time: 11 litres

Back panel material: flame retardant PP+Al foil



Italy has the largest and most diversified 

wine production in the world.

The charm of the wine world and the 

importance of its preservation have inspired 

Smeg to develop a range of wine coolers. 

Designed for those who love to entertain 

or have a real passion for wine, these are 

must have kitchen appliances.

Wine is stored at optimum temperatures 

and ideal humidity conditions to ensure it 

matures properly, so you can enjoy your 

favourite bottle to its fullest. 

WINE COOLERS 
& SOMMELIER 

DRAWERS
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LINEALINEA

SOMMELIER DRAWERSOMMELIER DRAWER

REDUCED HEIGHTREDUCED HEIGHT

A range of built in wine coolers are available in Dolce Stil Novo, Linea and Classic aesthetic all with A range of built in wine coolers are available in Dolce Stil Novo, Linea and Classic aesthetic all with WIFI WIFI 
capabilitycapability. Matching Sommelier drawers are also available which house an array of wine accessories. . Matching Sommelier drawers are also available which house an array of wine accessories. 

STORED TO PERFECTIONSTORED TO PERFECTION
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DOLCE STIL NOVODOLCE STIL NOVO CLASSICCLASSIC

UNDER COUNTERUNDER COUNTER

A WINE ENTHUSIASTS DREAM

Developed for conserving fine wines and impressing guests and equipped with spacious shelves finished 
in untreated Slavonian Oak, different shapes and sizes of bottles can be stored, from classic Bordeaux 
blends to Magnums. 

Smeg offers 82cm Under counter models which can hold up to 38 wine bottles.  
Alternatively 45cm wine coolers which hold up to 18 wine bottles, are great 
space saving solution, ideal for kitchens where space is limited.
The latter have a PUSH-PULL DOOR which opens by applying light pressure to 
the bottom left of the door.

Smeg Sommelier drawers are suitable for fitting directly beneath the 45cm 
height compact wine coolers to create a 60 x 60cm cube. They contain all 
the essential equipment a wine connoisseur would need; a steel and wood 
corkscrew, a steel vacuum wine saver with two silicone corks, drip-catcher, 
a pair of Spumante pincers, a thermometer with housing, a steel and wood 
funnel, and a variety of different wine corks.

EXTERIOR CONTROLS
The touch control display on the glass door allows you to set temperature and humidity parameters without the door opening. It is possible to 
independently adjust the humidity level, as well as the temperature in order to ensure the appropriate environment for different bottles. The temperature 
can be varied between 5°C and 20°C, guaranteeing optimal conditions for each bottle of wine.

PERFECT PRESERVATION
Finished with UV-ray resistant glass, protecting against harmful UV rays which can damage the quality of the wine, and a motor/compressor designed 
with particular care, the wine cooler protects bottles from harmful vibrations.

SHELVES
Made from Slavonian Oak, used traditionally by Italian winemakers to make barrels as it is known for its tight grain, low aromatics and medium level 
tannins. Some shelves are telescopic, so wines can be removed with ease, safely and conveniently.

SMEGCONNECT
Now with Wi-Fi connectivity, you can operate, control and monitor 
your wine cooler remotely using the SmegConnect App from your 
mobile or tablet.
With the support of the Personal Assistant, Direct Assistance and 
the Food&Wine section, where you can match recipes with your 
favourite wines, the APP can help you at the touch of a button.
From perfectly controlling the serving and preserving temperature, to 
sharing your wine list through Facebook with friends.
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CVI638RWN2 CVI138RWS2 CVI338RWX2

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, UNDERCOUNTER 
WIFI WINE COOLER, ECLIPSE BLACK GLASS

60CM, LINEA , UNDERCOUNTER WIFI WINE 
COOLER, SILVER GLASS

60CM, CLASSIC, UNDERCOUNTER WIFI 
WINE COOLER, ST/STEEL & ECLIPSE BLACK 
GLASS

Gross capacity: 114 litres
Net capacity: 103 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 40 dB(A) re 1 pW
External touch control display
SmegConnect Wifi connection

Maximum storage capacity: 38 bottles
3 removable Slavonian oak wooden shelves
2 fixed Slavonian oak wooden shelves
2 independent adjustable temperature zones
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range: 5-20 °C
LED interior lighting
Temperature alarm
Door open alarm
Active charcoal filter
Anti-UV door glass
Automatic defrost

Annual energy consumption: 143 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST

Back panel material: flame retardant metal 
back

Gross capacity: 114 litres
Net capacity: 103 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 40 dB(A) re 1 pW
External touch control display
SmegConnect Wifi connection

Maximum storage capacity: 38 bottles
3 removable Slavonian oak wooden shelves
2 fixed Slavonian oak wooden shelves
2 independent adjustable temperature zones
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range: 5-20 °C
LED interior lighting
Temperature alarm
Door open alarm
Active charcoal filter
Anti-UV door glass
Automatic defrost

Annual energy consumption: 143 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST

Back panel material: flame retardant metal 
back

Gross capacity: 114 litres
Net capacity: 103 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 40 dB(A) re 1 pW
External touch control display
SmegConnect Wifi connection

Maximum storage capacity: 38 bottles
3 removable Slavonian oak wooden shelves
2 fixed Slavonian oak wooden shelves
2 independent adjustable temperature zones
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range: 5-20 °C
LED interior lighting
Temperature alarm
Door open alarm
Active charcoal filter
Anti-UV door glass
Automatic defrost

Annual energy consumption: 143 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST

Back panel material: flame retardant metal 
back

CVI638
CVI138
CVI338

CVI638LWN2
Left hand hinged

CVI338LWX2
Left hand hinged

CVI138LWS2
Left hand hinged

WIFI WIFI WIFI
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CVI618RWNR2 CVI618RWNX2 CPS615NR

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, WIFI WINE 
COOLER, ECLIPSE BLACK GLASS, COPPER 
TRIM

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, WIFI WINE 
COOLER, ECLIPSE BLACK GLASS, ST/STEEL 
TRIM

60CM, DOLCE STIL NOVO, SOMMELIER 
DRAWER, ECLIPSE BLACK GLASS, COPPER 
TRIM

45cm reduced height

Gross capacity: 52 litres
Net capacity: 46 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 38 dB(A)  re 1 pW
External touch control display
SmegConnect Wifi connection

Maximum storage capacity: 18 bottles
2 x removable wooden shelves with telescopic 
guides
1 fixed Slavonian oak wooden shelf
1 independent adjustable temperature zone
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range: 5-20 °C
LED interior lighting
Temperature alarm
Door open alarm
Active charcoal filter
Anti-UV door glass
Automatic defrost

Annual energy consumption: 105 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST

Back panel material: flame retardant metal 
back

15cm height sommelier drawer

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
85kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
Slavonia durmast wooden shelf, Wine pump, 
2 corks, Sparkling wines cork, Cork to pour 
wine, Anti-drip cork, Solid steel cork for 
sparkling wines, Champagne/sparkling wine 
pliers, Corkscrew sommelier , Red wines cork, 
Wine thermometer with slipcase, Wine funnel 
with wooden handle, Non slip drawer liner

45cm reduced height

Gross capacity: 52 litres
Net capacity: 46 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 38 dB(A)  re 1 pW
External touch control display
SmegConnect Wifi connection

Maximum storage capacity: 18 bottles
2 x removable wooden shelves with telescopic 
guides
1 fixed Slavonian oak wooden shelf
1 independent adjustable temperature zone
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range: 5-20 °C
LED interior lighting
Temperature alarm
Door open alarm
Active charcoal filter
Anti-UV door glass
Automatic defrost

Annual energy consumption: 105 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST

Back panel material: flame retardant metal 
back

CVI618LWNR2
Left hand hinged

CPS615NX
St/Steel Trim

CVI618LWNX2
Left hand hinged

WIFI WIFI 15CM H
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CVI118RWS2 CVI118RWN2 CPS115S

60CM, LINEA, WIFI WINE COOLER, SILVER 
GLASS

60CM, LINEA, WIFI WINE COOLER, BLACK 60CM, LINEA, SOMMELIER DRAWER, SILVER 
GLASS

45cm reduced height

Gross capacity: 52 litres
Net capacity: 46 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 38 dB(A)  re 1 pW
External touch control display
SmegConnect Wifi connection

Maximum storage capacity: 18 bottles
2 x removable Slavonian oak wooden shelves 
on telescopic guides
1 fixed Slavonian oak wooden shelf
1 independent adjustable temperature zone
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range: 5-20 °C
LED interior lighting
Temperature alarm
Door open alarm
Active charcoal filter
Anti-UV door glass
Automatic defrost

Annual energy consumption: 105 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST

Back panel material: flame retardant metal 
back

15cm height sommelier drawer

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
85kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
Slavonia durmast wooden shelf, Wine pump, 
2 corks, Sparkling wines cork, Cork to pour 
wine, Anti-drip cork, Solid steel cork for 
sparkling wines, Champagne/sparkling wine 
pliers, Corkscrew sommelier , Red wines cork, 
Wine thermometer with slipcase, Wine funnel 
with wooden handle, Non slip drawer liner

45cm reduced height

Gross capacity: 52 litres
Net capacity: 46 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 38 dB(A)  re 1 pW
External touch control display
SmegConnect Wifi connection

Maximum storage capacity: 18 bottles
2 x removable Slavonian oak wooden shelves 
on telescopic guides
1 fixed Slavonian oak wooden shelf
1 independent adjustable temperature zone
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range: 5-20 °C
LED interior lighting
Temperature alarm
Door open alarm
Active charcoal filter
Anti-UV door glass
Automatic defrost

Annual energy consumption: 105 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST

Back panel material: flame retardant metal 
back

CVI118LWS2
Left hand hinged

CPS115N
Black

CVI118LWN2
Left hand hinged

WIFI WIFI 15CM H

SOMMELIER DRAWER

Smeg Sommelier drawers are suitable for 
fitting directly beneath 45cm height compact 
wine coolers. They contain all the essential 
equipment a wine cognisor would need.   
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CVI318RWX2 CPS315X

60CM, CLASSIC, WIFI WINE COOLER, ST/
STEEL & ECLIPSE GLASS

60CM, CLASSIC, SOMMELIER DRAWER, ST/
STEEL

15cm height sommelier drawer

Maximum load weight above the drawer: 
85kg
Maximum load weight inside drawer: 15kg
Push pull mechanism (no handle)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
Slavonia durmast wooden shelf, Wine pump, 
2 corks, Sparkling wines cork, Cork to pour 
wine, Anti-drip cork, Solid steel cork for 
sparkling wines, Champagne/sparkling wine 
pliers, Corkscrew sommelier , Red wines cork, 
Wine thermometer with slipcase, Wine funnel 
with wooden handle, Non slip drawer liner

45cm reduced height

Gross capacity: 52 litres
Net capacity: 46 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 38 dB(A)  re 1 pW
External touch control display
SmegConnect Wifi connection

Maximum storage capacity: 18 bottles
2 x removable Slavonian oak wooden shelves 
on telescopic guides
1 fixed Slavonian oak wooden shelf
1 independent adjustable temperature zone
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range: 5-20 °C
LED interior lighting
Temperature alarm
Door open alarm
Active charcoal filter
Anti-UV door glass
Automatic defrost

Annual energy consumption: 105 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST

Back panel material: flame retardant metal 
back

CVI318LWX2
Left hand hinged

WIFI 15CM H



Designed to produce optimum washing 

results with minimum use of energy and 

water, dishwashers are offered in a variety 

of types to suit many installations, and 

many of the styles can be coordinated with 

other Smeg appliances.
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COMPREHENSIVE RANGECOMPREHENSIVE RANGE

standard widthstandard width

slimlineslimline

DRAWER LINEDRAWER LINEFULLY INTEGRATEDFULLY INTEGRATED

FULLY INTEGRATEDFULLY INTEGRATED CLASSIC DOOR KITCLASSIC DOOR KIT

50’S RETRO50’S RETRO

Smeg offer a number of built-in 60cm wide dishwashers encompassing 4 styles. The sleek lines of Smeg offer a number of built-in 60cm wide dishwashers encompassing 4 styles. The sleek lines of 
integrated and semi-integrated dishwashers allow the appliance to easily blend into both traditional and integrated and semi-integrated dishwashers allow the appliance to easily blend into both traditional and 
modern kitchen designs.modern kitchen designs.

45cm dishwashers are the perfect solution for kitchens with less space, the slimline width takes up much 45cm dishwashers are the perfect solution for kitchens with less space, the slimline width takes up much 
less floor space. They are also ideal for smaller families or couples who may have less items to wash.less floor space. They are also ideal for smaller families or couples who may have less items to wash.
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CLASSIC DOOR KITCLASSIC DOOR KIT

FUNCTIONAL SOLUTIONS

PRESS AND RELEASE
Smeg offers a special handle-less 
design dishwasher with a ‘press 
and release’ door design which 
is a perfect solution for handle-
less kitchen units as no handle is 
needed. By simply pressing the 
dishwasher door for 5 seconds at 
the top in the centre, it opens using 
Smeg’s patented sensor technology. 
For safety reasons, the door locks 
automatically when the machine 
is in use to avoid it being opened 
inadvertently.
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The Smeg dishwasher range has been completely renewed. Attention to detail and careful consideration 
has been taken in order to produce the best dishwasher range yet. New bigger and sturdier baskets with 
blue handles, flexiduo baskets and supports provide a fresh and contemporary visual aesthetic.

INVERTER MOTOR 
 

Selected dishwashers within the range now feature an inverter 
motor. This motor is durable, reliable and long lasting, for added 

peace of mind. It also reduces noise levels for a quieter appliance.

IMPROVED WASH PERFORMANCE

Due to the re-design of the inner duct of the upper spray arm, 
water that passes through it does so at a 20% increase in pressure, 
resulting in an even better wash performance. 
The spray arm itself now has revised jets located on the upper and 
lower part of the centralised extra arm, a feature that ensures the 
best wash possible for your dishes. 

IMPROVED UPPER BASKETS AND GLASS HOLDERS

The design of the upper baskets has been improved to better 
accomodate a mixture of different sized cups, mugs and glasses. 
Together with the Flexiduo basket this allows optimum use of the 
space.
Glasses are kept secure throughout the washing programme thanks 
to the new designed stem glass holders which have a minimum 
touch area, stopping any movement and reducing water marks 
on touch points. These also offer increased stability for tumblers, 
larger glasses and mugs.

INNER DOOR RE-DESIGN & NEW DETERGENT DISPENSER

The new flatter shape of the inner door accommodates a larger 
upper basket and incorporates a new improved detergent dispenser 
with a sliding lid for easier access which can house the largest 
sized tablets available on the market. The curve above the dispenser 
allows water to be pushed through it much more effectively, ensuring 
total dispersion of the tablet, liquid or powder.



BEST PERFORMANCE

FLEXIDUO CUTLERY BASKET
The third cutlery basket; the 
Smeg Flexi Duo, consists of 
2 separate and movable 
sec t ions  wh ich  can  be 
adjusted individually or even 
removed entirely depending 
on your loading needs. An 
intelligent solution that makes 
room for tall glasses below or 
deep utensils above.

GREAT FLEXIBILITY
Smeg d i shwashers  a re 
available in a choice of
10, 12, or 13  place 
se t t i ngs ,  w i t h  a  g rea t 
flexibility of placement in the 
dishwasher with a number of 
racks and supports that can 
be fixed or adjusted up and 
down as required.

HALF LOAD FLEXIZONE
The ½ load Flexizone allows 
you to wash a reduced  
load saving energy, water 
and time and there are no 
restrictions on where the 
items have to be placed.

ADJUSTABLE 
SECOND BASKET

The upper basket can be 
adjusted on 3 levels even 
when the basket is ful ly 
loaded, to allow plates of 
up to 30cm diameter to be 
placed below.
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ANTI DRIP SYSTEM
An exclusive anti-drip system 
is fitted to the front of the 
basket to prevent irritating 
drips on the floor as the 
basket is extracted. It is 
designed to improve the 
drying performance of the 
dishwasher.

A number of additional features can be found within the range offering extra flexibility, allowing you to 
make the most out of your dishwasher. 
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WASH EFFICIENCY

60CM ORBITAL WASH SYSTEM
This system consists of a double spray 
arm, with contra-rotating action, which 
distributes water evenly throughout the 
cavity. The spray arms are perfectly 
shaped to direct the water with precision, 
ensuring an excellent washing quality and 
a low noise level.

60CM PLANETARIUM WASH SYSTEM

The Planetarium wash system, patented by 
Smeg, ensures maximum wash coverage 
within the dishwasher by using an innovative 
double simulation motion of the spray arm.
For every revolution of the main arm, it 
turns clockwise with a planetary movement 
around one axis while at the same time 
the stem of the arm moves in the opposite 
direction, operating on a second axis. This 
spiralising directional wash sprays water 
evenly in a 360° sweep. The rotation speed 
is approximately 65rpm, giving the best 
wash results available. 
Complex as the engineering is, the result is 
simple – sparkling dishes every time without 
missing a spot! 

45CM SWING WASH SYSTEM
The SwingWash spray system improves 
the wash coverage in the rectangular 
tank by adding an extra spray arm 
which directs water towards the 
corners, swinging alternately between 
left and right during the cycle.

ENERGY SAVING
High performance and low 
consumption are features of 
all Smeg products. Special 
focus is placed on obtaining 
the highest energy efficiency 
class rating in order to help 
the environment. Many built 
in dishwashers in the range 
have an A+++ energy 
rating, the highest rating 
possible. 

DRY ASSIST
At the end of the drying 
cycle a special  device 
automatically opens the door 
a few centimeters to ensure 
perfect drying. This can 
save up to 20% of energy 
compared to Class A, by 
automatically opening the 
door there is less need for the 
heater element to continue to 
get the desired drying result.

Smeg’s continuous research and development has resulted in high quality appliances with energy saving 
features and great performance. The three excellent wash systems available are: Planetarium and Orbital 
for 60cm models and SwingWash for 45cm dishwashers.

PLANETARIUM WASH 
SYSTEM PATTERN       

ORBITAL WASH SYSTEM 
PATTERN       

SWING WASH SYSTEM 
PATTERN       
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DI13FAB3CR DI13FAB3BL

60CM, 50'S RETRO STYLE, INTEGRATED 
DISHWASHER, CREAM

60CM, 50'S RETRO STYLE, INTEGRATED 
DISHWASHER, BLACK

13 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, ECO,  
Auto 45-65, Rapid 27 min, Ultraclean, ECO 
Quick, Normal Quick, Delicate & Quick, 
Strong & fast
6 temperatures (38°, 45°, 50°, 55°, 65°, 
70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 2520 litres per annum
Energy: 230 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 47 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, 
but Quick Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
FlexiDuo cutlery basket
Adjustable lower basket with double foldable 
racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Easyglide baskets
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Delay timer option up to 9 hours

Colour co-ordinating cutlery basket and racks.
Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front

MODEL FEATURES & OPTIONS:

Kg
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PROGRAMMES:
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27min

38°

70°

PROGRAMMES:

45° 70°

Auto
45°-65° 27min

38°

70°
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DI613PMAX DI613PNH

60CM, MAXI HEIGHT FULLY INTEGRATED 
DISHWASHER

60CM, FULLY INTEGRATED "HANDLE-LESS" 
DISHWASHER

13 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, Eco, Super, 
Auto 45-65, Rapid 27 mins, Eco Quick, 
Normal Quick, Delicate Quick, Super Quick
5 temperatures (38°,45°,50°,65°,70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 2520 litres per annum
Energy: 230 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 44 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, 
but Quick Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying 
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
FlexiDuo cutlery basket
Adjustable lower basket with double foldable 
racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Delay timer option up to 24 hours
Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front 
 
Press & release door opening technology

13 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, Eco, Normal, 
Super, Rapid 27 mins, Eco Quick, Normal 
Quick, Delicate Quick, Super Quick
5 temperatures (38°, 45°, 50°, 65°, 70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 2520 litres per annum
Energy: 230 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 44 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 35 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, 
but Quick Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying 
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
FlexiDuo cutlery basket
Adjustable lower basket with double foldable 
racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Easyglide baskets
Self balancing door hinges with Flexifit
St/steel filter
Delay timer option up to 24 hours
Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front 
 
Maxi height of 86cm for extra capacity

MAXI HEIGHT

The DI613PMAX 86cm dishwasher offers the 
versatility of fitting larger diameter plates in the 
lower basket, it is possible to stack dishes up 
to 35cm in diameter, enough space for large 
dishes or saucepans.

PRESS & RELEASE

The DI613PNH has a 'press & release' door 
design which is a perfect solution for handle-
less kitchen units as no handle is needed. By 
simply pressing the dishwasher door at the top 
in the centre, it opens using Smeg's patented 
sensor technology.

MAXI HEIGHT PRESS & RELEASE
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DI13TF3 DI13M2 DI13EF2

60CM, FULLY INTEGRATED DISHWASHER 60CM, FULLY INTEGRATED DISHWASHER 60CM, FULLY INTEGRATED DISHWASHER

13 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, ECO, Daily 
1/2 load, Rapid 27 min, Ultraclean, ECO 
Quick, Normal Quick, Delicate & Quick, 
Strong & fast 
6 temperatures (38°, 45°, 50°, 55°, 65°, 
70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 3360 litres per annum
Energy: 258 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 51 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, 
but Quick Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying 
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
Lower basket with single foldable rack
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Delay timer option 3-6-9 hours, with automatic 
soak
Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front

OPTIONAL EXTRA

KIT6CX
Classic St/steel door panel for standard hinges

13 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, ECO,  
Auto 45-65, Rapid 27 min, Ultraclean, ECO 
Quick, Normal Quick, Delicate & Quick, 
Strong & fast
6 temperatures (38°, 45°, 50°, 55°, 65°, 
70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 2520 litres per annum
Energy: 232 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 42 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, 
but Quick Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying 
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
FlexiDuo cutlery basket
Adjustable lower basket with double foldable 
racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Self balancing door hinges with Flexifit
St/steel filter
Delay timer option up to 24 hours
Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front

OPTIONAL EXTRA

KIT6CXF
Classic St/steel door panel for Flexifit hinges

13 place settings
5 programmes: Soak, ECO, Normal, Rapid 
27 min, Ultraclean
4 temperatures (38°, 50°, 65°, 70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 3360 litres per annum
Energy: 258 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 50 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, 
but Quick Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
FlexiDuo cutlery basket
Lower basket with fixed racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front

OPTIONAL EXTRA

KIT6CX
Classic St/steel door panel for standard hinges

MODEL FEATURES & OPTIONS:
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DD13E2 DI12E1

60CM, DRAWER LINE DISHWASHER 60CM, FULLY INTEGRATED DISHWASHER

12 place settings
5 programmes: Soak, ECO, Normal, Rapid 27 min, 
Ultraclean
4 temperatures (38°, 50°, 65°, 70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 3360 litres per annum
Energy: 286 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 51 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, but Quick 
Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
Lower basket with fixed racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front

OPTIONAL EXTRA

KIT6CX
Classic St/steel door panel for standard hinges

NB: Available whilst stocks last. Replacement model 
code TBC

13 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, ECO, Normal, Rapid 
27 min, Ultraclean, ECO Quick, Normal Quick, 
Delicate & Quick, Strong & fast 
6 temperatures (38°, 45°, 50°, 55°, 65°, 70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 3360 litres per annum
Energy: 259 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 50 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, but Quick 
Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
Lower basket with fixed racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Delay timer option 3-6-9 hours, with automatic soak
Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front

SEMI INTEGRATED
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DI410T DIC410

45CM, FULLY INTEGRATED DISHWASHER 45CM, FULLY INTEGRATED DISHWASHER

10 place settings
5 programmes: Soak, Crystal, Eco, Ultraclean, 
Daily 1/2 load
4 temperatures (45°,50°,65°,70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water : 2660 litres per annum
Energy: 236 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 46 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, 
but Quick Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
Lower basket with fixed racks
Adjustable upper basket on 2 levels
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter

Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front

OPTIONAL EXTRA

KIT4CX-1
45cm Classic St/steel door panel kit

10 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, Eco, Rapid 
27 mins, Eco Quick, Delicate Quick, Normal 
Quick, Auto 45-65, Super, Super Quick
4 temperatures (45°,50°,65°,70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water : 2660 litres per annum
Energy: 236 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 46 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, 
but Quick Time can reduce this by up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
Lower basket with single foldable rack
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Delay timer option up to 24 hours

Rear levelling feet adjustable from the front

OPTIONAL EXTRA

KIT4CX-1
45cm Classic St/steel door panel kit

SLIMLINESLIMLINE
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KIT6CX KIT6CXF KIT4CX-1

60CM CLASSIC DOOR PANEL KIT,  
ST/STEEL

60CM CLASSIC DOOR PANEL KIT,  
ST/STEEL

45CM CLASSIC DOOR PANEL KIT,  
ST/STEEL

St/steel door panel kit for use with 60cm 
integrated dishwashers with FlexiFit 
hinges:  
DI13TF3

St/steel door panel kit for use with 45cm 
integrated dishwashers:  
DI410T  
DIC410

St/steel door panel kit for use with 60cm 
integrated dishwashers with standard 
hinges:  
DI13M2  
DI13EF2  
DI12E1



Offering excellent performance and sought Offering excellent performance and sought 

after style, the distinctive design of Smeg after style, the distinctive design of Smeg 

washing machines and washer dryers washing machines and washer dryers 

combine practicality with technology and combine practicality with technology and 

grace.grace.
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LAUNDRY RANGELAUNDRY RANGE

Superior durability and top performances are the core values of the laundry range. Superior durability and top performances are the core values of the laundry range. 
Smeg offers built in washing machines and washer dryers that blend seamlessly in with the rest of your Smeg offers built in washing machines and washer dryers that blend seamlessly in with the rest of your 
kitchen. Whether you’re after maximum capacity with a washing machine or a full laundry solution kitchen. Whether you’re after maximum capacity with a washing machine or a full laundry solution 
allowing you to wash & dry in one machine with a washer dryer, Smeg has the right product for you.allowing you to wash & dry in one machine with a washer dryer, Smeg has the right product for you.

WASHER DRYERWASHER DRYERWASHING MACHINEWASHING MACHINE
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FEATURES & OPTIONS

LED DISPLAY
The display shows the time 
and progression for the 
programme selected and 
recommended load indicates 
the optimal load weight for 
the chosen cycle to achieve 
the best washing results.

AUTOMATIC LOAD 
BALANCING SYSTEM

The machine automatically 
adjusts the water amount 
according to the weight of 
the laundry being washed.

DOOR
The diameter of the door is up 
to 30cm and its opening is 
up to 180° in some cases for 
the maximum comfort of use.

30 cm

ACQUASTOP

TOTAL ACQUASTOP
3 levels of anti-flood devices 
to ensure protection against 
water leakage.

SUPERFAST 15 MINS 
A programme des igned 
to wash small amounts of 
laundry fast, ideal for washing 
lightly soiled garments. 

FLEXITIME
This option allows the user to 
reduce the time of the cycle 
selected, providing extra 
control.

NIGHT 
An ideal programme for those 
who want to take advantage 
of off-peak energy periods, 
this cycle is particularly quiet 
due to slower rotations of the 
drum. 

CLEAN PROGRAMME
A cleaning programme has 
been created to maintain 
the performance of washer 
dryers. The display shows 
automatically when cleaning 
is required. 

To assist in the selection of the right laundry appliance a number of symbols appear beneath each 
model. Some examples are shown here, but details of the full range of symbols can be found at the back 
of the brochure. 
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SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
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SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
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WMI147-2 WMI14C7-2

60CM, FULLY INTEGRATED, WASHING MACHINE 60CM, FULLY INTEGRATED, WASHING MACHINE

Display includes 24hr delay timer, 
recommended load and residual time 
indicator
Buttons/Options: Delay timer/Prewash/
Additional rinse/No spin/Rinse hold/Easy 
iron/Intensive
Electronic display shows programme 
selected and progression
15 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, 
spin speed up to 1400rpm, and option 
selector including FlexiTime
Max 7kg of dry laundry
Automatic variable load
Automatic load balancing system
Extra large porthole 300mm

Consumption (220 cycles):
Water: 10340 litres/per annum
Energy: 193 kWh/per annum
Noise level washing phase: 56 dB (A) re 
1pW
Noise level spinning phase: 72 dB (A) re 
1pW
Nominal power 2.00 kW
Energy efficiency class: A++
Washing performance: A
Spin drying performance: B

Display includes 24hr delay timer and 
residual time indicator
Buttons/Options: Delay timer/Prewash/
Additional rinse/No spin/Easy iron/Cold 
wash
Electronic display shows programme 
selected and progression
15 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, 
spin speed up to 1400rpm, and option 
selector including FlexiTime
Max 7kg of dry laundry
Automatic variable load
Automatic load balancing system
Extra large porthole 300mm

Consumption (220 cycles):
Water: 10340 litres/per annum
Energy: 193 kWh/per annum
Noise level washing phase: 56 dB (A) re 
1pW
Noise level spinning phase: 72 dB (A) re 
1pW
Nominal power 2.20 kW
Energy efficiency class: A++
Washing performance: A
Spin drying performance: B

WMI147-2
WMI14C7-2
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SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:

15 min.

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
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WDI147 WDI14C7

60CM, FULLY INTEGRATED, WASHER/DRYER 60CM, FULLY INTEGRATED, WASHER/DRYER

Display includes 24hr delay timer, 
recommended load and residual time 
indicator
Buttons/Options: Prewash/Additional 
rinse/Easy iron/Quick/Intensive
Electronic display shows programme 
selected and progression
15 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, 
spin speed up to 1400rpm, and option 
selector
2 automatic drying programmes
Max washing capacity: 7kg dry laundry
Max drying capacity: 4kg
Clean programme
Condenser drying
Auto cleaning system
Automatic variable load
Automatic load balancing system
Extra large porthole 300mm

Consumption (per cycle):
For washing only: water: 47 litres, energy: 
1.19 kW/h
For complete 7Kg wash + 2 sessions of 
4Kg drying: water: 99 litres, energy: 
4.76kWh
Nominal power 2.00 kW
Energy efficiency class: B
Washing performance: A

Display includes 24hr delay timer and 
recommended load
Buttons/Options: Prewash/Additional 
rinse/Easy iron/Quick/Intensive
Electronic display shows programme 
selected and progression
15 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, 
spin speed up to 1400rpm, and option 
selector including FlexiTime
2 automatic drying programmes
Max washing capacity: 7kg dry laundry
Max drying capacity: 4kg
Clean programme
Condenser drying
Auto cleaning system
Automatic variable load
Automatic load balancing system
Extra large porthole 300mm

Consumption (per cycle):
For washing only: water: 47 litres, energy: 
1.19 kW/h
For complete 7Kg wash + 2 sessions of 4Kg 
drying: water: 99 litres, energy: 4.76kWh
Nominal power 2.00 kW
Energy efficiency class: B
Washing performance: A

WDI147
WDI14C7



GLOSSARY

general

ovens

Kg

Product energy rating, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the 
product family.

kW ECO
logic

Eco-logic option allows you to restrict the power limit of the appliance real 
energy saving.

Finger-friendly stainless steel finish keeps stainless steel looking as good 
as new.

New denotes a new model within the range. .

SmegConnect is the new Smeg App that allows you to access your own 
appliance quickly and intuitively via Wi-Fi connection using smartphones or 
tablets.

Models with this symbol are available via appointed dealers. For details 
please see the website www.smeguk.com“

LED display, to show programmes, functions and options selected and the 
time to the end of the cycle.

DISPLAY
LCD LCD-display: to optimize performance and simplify the use of the appliance.

Child lock, some models are fitted with a device to lock the programme/
cycle so it cannot be accidentally changed.

Easy to use touch controls allow the appliance to be programmed at the 
touch of a button.

77 lt
The capacity indicates the amount of usable space in the oven cavity in 
litres.

SAFE
COOK

Safe cook: the system for closed door grilling to keep cooking smells inside 
the oven and ensure a safe cooking environment 

Figure shows the number of different cooking levels, 4 or 5 for full sized 
ovens and 2 or 3 for auxiliary ovens.

4 Shows number of glazed doors. Quadruple glazed doors keep surface 
temperatures as low as possible and are featured on all Pyrolytic ovens.

Air cooling system to ensure a safe surface temperatures.

The easy clean enamel interior on Smeg ovens have a special antacid 
lining which helps keep the interior clean by reducing the amount of cooking 
grease adhering to it.

The inner door glass can be removed with a few quick movements for 
cleaning.

The rapid preheat function can be used to reach the selected temperature 
in just a few minutes.

Many screen options are available in the new range.  
Each offers intuitive navigation for simple, stress free operation.

The core temperature of food is monitored using the tip of the temperature 
probe ensuring perfect cooking results every time 

Gas ovens offer instantaneous heat control, reduced cooking times and the 
ability to bake at much lower temperatures than electric ovens.

Vapor clean, a simple cleaning function using steam to loosen food deposits 
in the oven. Simply pour a little detergent and water into a special hollow 
inside the oven.  

Pyrolytic cleaning: At 500°C this function destroys all the dirt 
deposits inside the oven. The Eco pyrolytic cleaning function can 
be selected when the oven has a lighter build up of dirt. This 
function has a maximum duration of 1.5 hours. 

All pyrolytic ovens have a Cooler touch door which allows the outer glass 
door to become no hotter than 55°C. 

45cm
Compact ovens with 45cm or 48cm reduced heights. Perfect 
space saving solutions or ideal if you simply want to extend your 
range of cooking options.

Combination microwave ovens can be used either as a microwave, or as a 
traditional oven, or alternatively the two methods can be combined.

Microwave ovens allow cooking food in the shortest possible time with a 
consderable energy saving

Surfaceplus ceramic base for a microwave oven - no turntable required, and 
the whole surface can be used for cooking.

Combination steam ovens can be used either as a steam oven, or as a 
traditional oven, or alternatively the two methods can be combined.

48cm

P
ECO
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gas oven functions
Circogas can also be used in conjunction with the rotisserie.

Rotisserie works in combinations with a grill that provides an even browning 
of food.

This symbol adds the fan to distribute the heat quickly and evenly. 

Gas burner only: traditional convection cooking.

Gas burner only: can also be used in conjuction with the rotisserie.

Circogas: The fan is added to the gas burner to distribute the heat quickly 
and evenly throughout the oven cavity, avoiding flavour transfer when 
cooking a number of different dishes at the same time.

Smeg offers 3 different types of Steam technology; Smart 
steam, Full steam, and Direct steam.

Illuminated controls are a safety device to alert the user that the appliance is 
on as well as being a stunning design feature.

steam cooking
Steam ovens cook food in the most natural way, producing both tasty and 
nutritious results.

Fan combined with traditional cooking, where heat is generated from 
above and below, provides uniform heat. Adding the steam function allows 
the same cooking results in less time.

Cooking with the simultaneous use of the heating element in combination 
with fan and steam supply.

oven functions
Circulaire: Hot air fan cooking that provides quick, multi 
layered cooking with excellent browning results. Due to 
the effective circulation of hot air, there is no flavour transfer 
between foods.  Delicate and strongly fragranced foods can 
be cooked at the same time.

Circulaire with upper and lower elements (Turbo): 
Facilitates the cooking of large joints, due to heat coming 
from all three elements.  Similar to rotisserie cooking the 
meat is sealed, and juices are held within the joint of 
meat.  The results are both tender and juicy.

Upper and lower element only: Ideal for slow baked 
cakes and casseroles.  This traditional static heat will 
ensure food remains moist when cooked for longer 
periods of time.

Lower heating element only: Ideal for foods that require 
extra base temperature without browning, e.g. pastry 
dishes, pizza. Also suitable for slow cooking of stews 
and casseroles.

Grill element/Half grill: For rapid cooking and 
browning of foods.  Best results can be obtained by 
using the top shelf for small items, the lower shelves for 
larger ones, such as chops or sausages.  For half grill 
heat is generated only at the centre of the element, so is 
ideal for smaller quantities.

Circulaire + lower element with steam assist: Ideal for reheating flans and 
quiches. This function will re-crisp the base, whilst filling will not dry out due 
to the additional moisture in the cooking cavity.

Turbo with steam assist: For creating a perfectly roasted meat joint. The 
extra moisture keeps the meat juicy and tender, whilst the heat from the turbo 
function creates the caramelised flavours we know and love.

Fan assist with steam assist: Brilliant for the delicate cooking of foods like 
fish. Browning occurs at the same time as keeping the food moist.

Circulaire with steam assist: Provides extra moisture to food during cooking.  
Excellent for bread baking. The moisture allows the bread dough to stretch 
further at the beginning of cooking, creating an aerated and light textured 
dough. The remaining part of the cooking process allows for the signature 
crust to form.

Fan + grill with steam assist: Great for oven bakes such as potato gratins 
and savoury bakes. The steam allows the food to stay moist, but still maintain 
a crispy top. 

Fan with upper and lower elements: The elements 
combined with the fan aim to provide more uniform heat, 
a similar method to conventional cooking, so pre-heat is 
required. Most suitable for items requiring slow cooking 
methods. 

Circulaire with lower element: Great for quiches and 
flans where normally you would need to ‘blind bake’ the 
pastry.  At the same time, the base element will cook the 
pastry and the fan will take care of the filling.

Defrost: Both symbols refer to the same function. The 
circulation of air enables quicker thawing of frozen food, 
without the use of any heat. Ideal for use prior to cooking 
of ready-made dishes, or cream filled products etc.

Snowflake: With the switch on this symbol, no heating 
is possible even if the thermostat is turned.

Fan: As above but with thermostat set at ‘0’. 

Defrost by time: the time to thaw the food is determined 
automatically.

Defrost by wight: the time is determined automatically 
once you set the weight of the food to be defrosted.

Rotisserie: The rotisserie (where installed) works in 
combination with the grill element whilst constantly 
turning the food.

These symbols allow use of the rotisserie with full or half 
grill.

Fan with lower element: This combination completes 
cooking more quickly of foods that are ready on the 
surface, but require more cooking inside, without further 
browning.

Eco: The combination of the grill, fan and lower element 
is particularly suitable for cooking small quantities of 
food.

Pizza function: The simultaneous operation of three 
elements ensures an optimum cooking facility when used 
with the Smeg pizza stone.

Fan with grill element: The fan reduces the fierce heat 
from the grill, providing an excellent method of grilling 
various foods, chops, steaks, sausages etc. giving even 
browning and heat distribution, without drying out the 
food.  The top two levels recommended for use, and the 
lower part of the oven can be used to keep items warm 
at the same time, an excellent facility when cooking a 
grilled breakfast. Half grill (centre portion only) is ideal 
for small quantities of food.

Circulaire with grill: Similar to fan with upper element 
with the added speed of circulaire, ideal for dishes with 
a crispy topping. When used with grill the food will 
brown more quickly. 

g
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microwave cooking
Microwave: penetrating straight into the food, microwaves cook 
very quickly and with considerable energy savings. Microwave with 
grill; The use of the grill results in prefect browning on the surface 
of the food, whilst the microwave cooks the food in a short time. 

This function can reheat precooked dishes, without becoming dry or hard.

Fan combined with traditional cooking, where heat is generated from above 
and below, provides uniform heat. Adding the microwave function allows the 
same cooking results in less time.

Cooking with the simultaneous use of the heating element in combination
with fan and microwave supply.

coffee machines
An automatic device for making cappuccino that will whisk milk in a 
delicate foam directly into the cup.

5 adjustable coffee lengths and 5 levels of coffee strength can be chosen 
in this appliances.

Coffee beans can be used in this appliance.

Ready ground coffee can be used in this appliance.

Steam function allows you to make cappuccino.

hobs
The ultra low profile base lies a mere 4mm above the work surface. 

Heavy duty cast iron pan stands for maximum stability and strength.

Directional burners have an almost vertical flame which transfers real power 
to the pot.

A reinforced base, developed exclusively by Smeg, consists of a steel layer 
fixed to the underside of the glass surface of all gas on glass hobs.

Powerful Ultra rapid burners offer up to 5kW of power.

A smart infrared system, which allows a hob and hood with this feature to 
work together.

P
Power booster option allows the zone to work at full power when very 
intense cooking is necessary.

The giant zone offers extra space and flexibility.

Multizone allows several pans to be used at once, large or small, offering 
freedom of placement and greater flexibility.

When the Quick Start function is selected, the chosen temperature is 
reached faster. The heating element works at maximum power until the right 
temperature is reached.

After the glass ceramic hob is switched off the residual heat indicator shows 
which of the heating zones still remains hot. When the temperature drops 
below 60 ° C, the indicator goes out.

Most ceramic and induction hobs have individual timers (usually up to 99 
mins) which de-activate the cooking zone once finished.  Have a timer which 
automatically ends cooking after a preset time.

Some models feature a Residual timer, a general timer for the hob which 
counts down and beeps when finished. 

Keep warm function keeps the cooked food heated. In this mode the heating 
zone operates at a minimum capacity for 120 minutes and then turns off 
automatically.

Quick selection, with one touch cooking begins at the highest level, then 
automatically reduces after time. Ideal for dishes that require quick boiling 
and then continued cooking without constant control (eg beef broth).

Melting function, suitable for slowly melting delicate foods such as chocolate 
or butter.

Simmering function, ideal for long-cooking recipes, preventing food from 
boiling over or sticking to the pan.

Automatic Boiling function. A sensor confirms once the boiling point has 
been reached and then an acoustic alert signals that the ingredients can be 
added, saving time and energy. 
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Power supply required: Power supply required can vary depending on usage using a Nationally recognised formula called the ‘Diversity Factor’, endorsed by E.I.T and Electrical 
Safety First. It essentially takes into account that not all components of an appliance (burners, ovens and elements etc) would be used at the same time at full load. The Diversity 
factor calculation provides a realistic usage, which results in a lower total kW load and amperage required.
For further information please contact a qualified electrician.

When selected this function refreshes the air for c. 10 minutes every hour 
over a 24 hour period, at minimum speed and an imperceptible noise level.

Models have filters to help remove grease from the steam emanating from 
the pans during cooking.

Charcoal filters are purchased as an optional extra, see chart for details.

Electronic display to give a visual reminder of the options selected.

All cooker hoods feature lights to illuminate the cooking area or add to the 
ambience of the kitchen.

Perimeter extraction panels, very efficient and aid noise reduction.

A special setting, to run after the end of cooking for a pre-set time and then 
switch off automatically.

Intensive/turbo setting, when extra fast extraction is required.

Warning light(s) to advise when filters need changing.

 

hoods

All models of Smeg refrigerators and freezers have a 4-star freezing 
compartment for better food preservation.

LED interior lighting is a more energy efficient and long lasting way of 
illuminating the interior of the appliance. 

The automatic defrost system works by automatically defrosting at regular 
intervals eradicating the need to defrost altogether.

The fast freezing function brings the temperature of the compartment down 
when activated a few hours prior to usage.

The Frost Free refrigeration systems prevent ice from forming so that no 
manual defrosting is required.

The power saving mode allows you to disable the refrigerator and keep the 
freezer working 

refrigeration

Climatic Class
The climatic class indicates the range of ambient temperatures for which the appliance is 
suitable. It is important to select a refrigeration appliance specified for the environment in  

which it is to be situated

Climatic Class Min temp (°C) Max temp (°C)

SN 10 32
N 16 32
ST 18 38
T 18 43
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Simple vent kits include 1 metre of flexible hose, while comprehensive kits add a further 2 metres of ducting with two 1 metre  
flat channel sections. It is recommended to recirculate using a charcoal filter kit, not duct out, if there are more than 3mts to reach an
outside wall.

VENT KITS

SP150 SP150FLAT SP215 SP217

A smart infrared system, which allows a hob and hood with this feature to 
work together.



dishwashers
14

The symbol shows the number of plate settings of the dishwasher. Various 
plate settings are available.

ACQUASTOP

Total acquastop is an electronic device which monitors water levels in 
the machine to detect leaks in the hose and switch off the water supply 
immediately if necessary.

Aquatest measures the clarity of the water during an auto programme, and 
automatically ensures the minimum consumption of water and energy.

ACTIVE
LIGHT

Activelight is an led light which projects a red spot onto the floor beneath the 
dishwasher when the appliance is in use.

Auto
45°-65°

The auto programme regulates the length of a cycle depending on the need 
for a pre-wash and the number of rinses required.

45°

The crystal cycle is designed especially for glass ware and for delicate 
dishes with light dirt.

The delay timer can postpone the start of the programme by up to 24 hours.

Delicate quick wash programme is designed for delicate dishes which are 
not heavily soiled.

Convenient EasyGlide system for easy unloading of the appliance which 
reaches maximum flexibility of the load of the machine.

Eco, this economic wash programme uses a low amount of water 
and energy in order to provide the most environmentally friendly 
cleaning option. An ECO Quick programme is also available on 
some models.

At the end of the drying cycle the DryAssist device slowly opens the door 
which ensures perfect drying.

The FlexiDuo 3rd cutlery basket allows you to arrange cutlery or small cups, 
ladles, or bulky utensils however you like: it consists of two separate and 
moveable modules.

Flexitabs adjusts the wash cycle to give the best possible results regardless 
of the type of detergent used.

½ The ½ load flexizone allows you to wash a reduced load saving energy, 
water and time and there are no restrictions on where the items are placed.

65°

1 2
Daily 1/2 load: This program is designed for washing dishes which aren`t 
heavily soiled with partial load of the dishwasher.

The hyclean option (or Ultraclean programme) performs a final 10 minute 
rinse at a high temperature of 70°c eliminating virtually all bacteria.

65°

The normal programme is suitable for normal degrees of dirt for 
everyday use. A Normal Quick programme is also available on 
some models.

The quick time option can reduce the length of the wash cycle up to 55%.

27min

38°

The rapid 27 mins quick programme takes just 27 minutes to wash a load.

The soak programme provides a rinse to prevent dirt from drying.

70°

             The super programme is suitable for removing stubborn dirt.
             A Super Quick programme is also available on some models.

Planetarium wash system, with its innovative double simultaneous motion 
of the spray arm, provides maximum coverage within the dishwasher. The 
rotation speed is approximately 65rpm giving the best wash results available. 

Orbital wash system distributes water evenly throughout the 60cm dishwasher 
cavity, directing water with precision to ensure an excellent wash.

The Swing Wash system ensures optimum water distribution throughout 
45cm dishwasher tanks to deliver excellent wash results.

‘Press and release’ door design is a perfect solution for handle-less kitchen 
units as no handle is needed. By simply pressing the dishwasher door at the 
top in the centre, it opens.

‘           

laundry
Kg7

This shows the drum capacity size for dry laundry in KG

This shows the amount of laundry that can be inserted into the tumble dryer 
in KG.

ACQUASTOP

Total acquastop, the product is built with 3 levels of anti-flood devices to 
ensure protection against water leakage.

A cleaning programme has been created to maintain the performance of 
washer/dryers. The display shows automatically when cleaning is required.

Delay timer, can be set to run the programme at a convenient time or to take 
advantage of off-peak energy periods.

Prewash: A preliminary wash ideal for soaking and washing heavily soiled 
items. 

The FlexiTime option allows the user to reduce the time of the cycle selected, 
providing extra flexibility and control.

Hand wash, this specific programme for delicate fabrics uses slower 
rotations of the drum to ensure the utmost care for clothing.

Mixed fabrics, this cycle is designed for lightly soiled laundry in a mix of 
cottons and synthetics, or can be used just to refresh stored items.

Night: an ideal programme for those who want to take advantage of off-
peak energy periods, this cycle is particularly quiet due to slower rotations 
of the drum.

Super fast: a programme designed to wash small 
amounts of laundry fast, ideal for washing lightly soiled 
garments. There is also a Super fast 15 min cycle and a 
Superfast 30min cycle.

The Extra Rinse option can be added to the selected programme when more 
thorough cleansing of fabrics is needed.

Shirts, a cycle to wash shirts in a short time with the utmost care, using a 
delicate spin for easy ironing.

Gym, a cycle designed for washing lightly soiled garments, ie sports wear, 
this is a fast wash which is also kind to fabrics.

The wool cycles of the Smeg tumble dryer dry all of your woollen items with 
the gentlest treatment possible.

Easy Iron, this is an option which can be selected to ensure the finished 
laundry is left with less creases to make ironing easier.

Clothing such as underwear, hosiery and luxury fabrics should be dried on 
the delicate cycle to help extend the life of the clothing.

15 min. 30°

70°
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FLEXI
FITInverter motors are durable, reliable and long lasting. They also reduce noise 

levels for a quieter appliance.

Models with FlexiFit hinges are able to be installed in kitchens with a plinth 
of just 5cms.

Automatic load balancing automatically adjusts the water according to the 
weight of the load.




